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UNITED STATES ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY 
REGION 4 

ATLANTA FEDERAL CENTER 
61 FORSYTH STREET 

ATLANTA, GEORGIA 30303-8960

February 7, 2001

4EAD 

Mr. Andrew Kugler 
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission 
Mailstop 0-11 FI 
Washington, D.C. 20555

RE: Correspondence regarding license renewal of Hatch Nuclear Plant, Units 1 and 2 

Dear Mr. Kugler: 

As stated in the February 6, 2001 letter from Heinz Mueller, EPA, to the U.S. NRC, 

regarding EPA review and comments on the Draft Generic Environmental Impact Statement for 

the license renewal of Hatch Nuclear Plant, EPA has been the recipient of a number of written 

comments from the public regarding the proposed license renewal. As stated in our letter, these 

comments are in regard to issues which are under the authority of the NRC. Therefore, we are 

forwarding this correspondence to you for your consideration.  

Thank you for your attention to this matter. If you have any questions, please contact me 

at (404) 562-9615.  

Sincerely, 

Ramona K. McConney 
Environmental Scientist

Enclosures

Internet Address (URL) * http://www.epa.gov 
Recyclod/Recyclable * Printed with Vegetable Oil Based Inks on Recycled Paper (Mlnimum 30% Postconsumer)
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Mr. Heinz Mueller, 
Chief, NEPA Compliance Branch, Environmental Protection Agency, PAMELA BLOCKEY- OBRIEN. D23 GOLDEN VALLEY 
Region IV, 7631 Dalla Hwy, Do,9g1adlseI GA 30134 USA 

61 Forsyth Street, 
Atlanta, GA 30303 Nov. 29th,2000 

Dear Mr. Mueller, 

Here are the documents I promised to send you in regard 

to the GEIS from the NRC concerning nuclear power plant HATCH, Units I 

and II, near Baxley , Appling Co. Georgia on the banks of the Altamaha 

River. My correspondance withNRC is documented in it, but the correspon

dance is not included in it, neither is a copy of my oral presentation to 

them at their May loth public hearing, nor does it appear to be referenced 

unless I've missed it. Neither are the comments of others, or copies of 

their correspondance, specifically Attamaha Riverkeepers' opposition from 

Ms. Sheppard, or Ms. Kilpatricks oral presentation or her correspondance 

from Georgians for Clean Energy (formerly Campaign for Prosperous Georgia).  

U.S. NRC intends to hold a hearing on this GEIS on Dec. 12th in 

Vidalia. As the NRC has BLATANTLY DISREGARDED everything I have raised, 

including a 2.206 Petition against this dump of a facility I submitted 

to them, as well as various reports that were taken up by Congress 

(e.g. CRAC-2) years ago1 and their own staff recommendations on reactors of 

the Hatch type (neither to build or license them) or my pleadings concerning 

the environmental and health effects in event of a meltdown, which they 

conceeded to me by phone could happen, after a blazing argument -something 

the entire known world knows(but NRC doesn't want to discuss) - I do not 

intend to go to the hearing. After all, if there is a major accident, 

as you will see from the enclosed, the intention is to radioactively gas 

South Georgia to gain time. Knowing how this dump operates, and considering 

that the day of the last hearing when I was down there, radioactively 

contaminated water slopped all over the floor and contaminated workers 

shoes etc and they had to be discarded, I have no intention of being there 

in case something else goes wrong. In the last three months alone, there 

have been the usual string of problems, including one which (yet again) 

resulted in low reactor water level. One of these days that place will 

make the evening news worldwide, and the outrage and hearings that will 

follow will make the current debacle over the presidency look like a 

pic-nic in comparison, and the blame will be their own fault, and all the 

agencies and people who never opened their mouths about the situation down 

there and the current contamination of the Altamaha sediment, fish,etc.  

etc.won't look too good either, to say the least.  

This dump had a loss of coolant accident last year (LOCA) the Union 

of Concerned Scientists agrees with me on that. NRC came up with a tortured 

explanation , but the fact remains. NRC has ignored groundwater impacts, 

ignored the electromagnetic fields issue by using DOE stuff, and not 

Dr. Adeys Congressional Testimony. They are using a string of DOE 

contributors (see Appendix B to the GEIS) including Lawrence Livemore Labs, 

yet ignoring what Dr. Gofman, its first medical director said (attached 

to my oral testimony) who also was part of the team that first isolated 

plutonium for Oppenheimer and the Manhattan Project. On Page 8-3 of 

the GEIS , the NRC is more concerned with local realtors worrying 

about the effect on their housing market if the dump closes than the fact 

that a meltdown at Hatch would end the housing market, period.
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I also filed a detailed 2.206 Petition Under 10 CFR Chapter 2o 
with the US NRC against Plant Hatch and submitted additional letters 
under it, plus had a phone meeting with the NRC about it which was 
transcribed. I would like the EPA to request everything I submitted 
under it and the phone transcription. Why ? Because the NRC tossed it out 
and refused to accept it and it contains important environmental and 
health issues and refere to documents which resulted in the aftermath 
of Chernobyl - situations we would face here in event of a meltdown (and 
Chernobyl did not meltdown, contrary to public belief and it released 
only a fraction of its radioactive core inventory). EPA needs all those 
letters and additions I submitted to the NRC after the phone conversation 
which was transcribed. Furthermore, the Union of Concerned Scientists 
ALSO filed a 2.206 against Hatch with NRC, that too got the same treatment 
I believe. EPA must be sure to get NRC to provide a copy of all of that.  

Some of the May loth Public Hearing in Vidalia on Hatch - ie. comments 
I made prior to starting my oral presentation enclosed - concerning my 
awarding the Southern Company/Georgia Power etc. with the "Radioactive 
Toilet Seat Award" for contaminating Georgia's air, Soil, water, wildlife, 
vegetation, crops, birds people , are included in the transcript of the 
hearing I believe, as are Rita Kilpatrick's testimony , at the NRC web
site at : www.nrc.gov/nrc/public/lr/scopingmtg.html 
I have not seen it, but I was informed about that so please check that 
and read Ms. Kilpatricks comments. Comments of a Mr. Drury shouldbe on it 
too - he was furious with NRC and Southern /Georgia Power and the entire 
situation. He is with Georgia Coastal Watch. They should be read by EPA.  

It is my understanding that under NEPA , the objectives of this 
National Environmental Policy Act, include some of the following : 

,4cting as trustees of the environment for succeeding generations, 
assuring for all Americans safe, healthful productive , aesthetically and 
culturally pleasing surroundings, attaining the widest range of beneficial 
uses of the environment without degradation, risk to health or safety etc., 
and many similar objectives, plus supports preserving natural aspects of 
the nations environmental heritage. As you will see from the enclosed, 
a dangerpus, old, radioactively degraded, inherently unsafe, catastrophicly 
designed, radiation and toxic chemical emitting dump of two nuclear 
reactors PLUS a high level radioactive wast dump immediately adjacent to 
the Altamaha River complies with none of this. The original licensing 
application and documents on this facility and Offsite Dose Calculation 
Manual (ODCM) etc. have to be read to be believed. The later stud-y on 
the fish was done years ago - the fact is, that radiation is a powerful 
suppressor of the immune system response and it also affects fertility, 
as you will read in the enclosed, this will affect the fish and wildlife 
birds and entire ecosystem. THE GEIS IS GENERIC it is NOT SITE SPECIFIC.  
It continuously states what Southern Nuclear wants or has decided. The 

outdoor deadly storage of radioactive"spent" fuel was not addressed.  
THE FACT THAT THERE IS NOTHING WHATSOEVER THAT CAN BE DONE TO RENDER 

SOMETHING RADIOACTIVE HARMLESS IS A NATURAL LAW,_YOU CAN"T BURN IT, DILUTE 

IT, NEUTRALIZE IT, IT CONTINUES TO DECAY UNTIL IT REACHES ITS NATURAL 

STABLE STATE. The GEIS gives the impression it can somehow be treated or 

is removed from effluent. Noble gases going out decay rapidly to Cesium-137 

Strontium-90,(Yyt'r'E`m-90) and others to name a few, none of this is mentioned 

The appalling allowable levels set in the Offsite Dose Calculation Manual 

would never be considered today, and never should have been granted to 

begin with.  
You may wonder why there is no outcy coming from the Nature Conservanc
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about this in a full-throatEd roar, since they purport to a great love 

of the Altamaha - one explanation may be that they recieve funds from 
Georgia Power. The Altamaha Riverkeeper is, to my knowledge, the ONLY 
Riverkeeper group that will not take funds from Georgia Power/Southern and 
is against this relicensing. . Interestingly, the fuss about 
protecting the Altamaha carefully starts much downstream of PlantHatch, and 
although most people, in particular fishermen and others who live near the 
river off the record are frightened of the plant (as well they should be) 
and know it has impacted the river and that the catch is down and it is not 
only due to runoff or any toxics released far upstream, they are afraid to 
speak out in public because of the power of the Southern Company/Georgia 
Power, but urge me to speak out for them. I toun n the issue of job loss 
if it closes, but it will still require staff oftmall size for generations 
to come to monitor the radioactivity from the site~and pass down generation 
to generation for people to stay away and keep wildlife and domestic animals 
fenced out and fences repaired, Even if they remove the entire hulk, which 
Southern /SouthernNuclear/Georgia Power should be required to do,the land 
and the groundwater will remain contaminated for hundreds of years as will 
anything that grows upon it or lands upon it.  

The GEIS infers possibilities of gas fired plant to replace it - I 
will not comment on that at this time, except to say, THAT UNDER NO CIRCUM

STANCES WHATSOEVER SHOULD ANYTHING ELSE BE BUILD ON THE SITE. THE CON
STRUCTION WILL STIR UP THE RADIOACTIVE SOIL AND DISPERSE THE RADIOACTIVE DUST.  

Trying to get this relicensed is equavelent to someone wanting 
to import an old nuclear power plant set it up on the contaminated site and 
try and patch it together. These plants were originally licensed for a set 
period of time because it was known that the radiation degrades everything 
about them, and that would include any of the underground structures suc+ s 
pipes, a fact the Union of Concerned Scientists tried to point out.  

The EPA should require the testing of all plant species , birds, 
reptiles, etc. on the site to determine the extent of contamination, and no 
DOE, or DOE affiliated contract labs such as SREL should be used.  

Contaminants of concern are of course plutonium (created during 
reactor ops) uranium,cobalt-60, strontium-90, Cesium-137, radioactive iodines, 
and tritium, to name a few.  

A very CAREFUL reading is required of what I have included, plus 

EPA should request an actual hard copy of EVERY Violatiop, Inspection Report, 

LER, PNO, Contamination event, spill, spent fuel pool problem, torus problem, 

pipe break, Contamination event including Personel contamination (EPA must 
be SPECIFIC,LIST THEM AS I HAVE) fisted on the docket for both Units since 

STARTUP. This can be provided by the NRC Public Document Room inDC. The NRC 

can provide this. US Fish and wildlife asked Southern (its on the record, but 

Southern talked its way around and out of it in their response. If you 

read them, and I mean the long form, not the abreviated form, you will not 

only no longer be able to sleep at night, but will see why this entire 

project must NEVER recieve NEPA certification and must be shutdown.  
This is a place of localized death, slow death at the microscopic 

and genetic level. If it blows, we are looking at quick death of hundreds, 

even thousands due to the spent fuel pool location, among other issues. NRC 

exists to license plants. They are partly funded by licensing and inspec

tions, just as the State Radiation Division is, who in turn contracts with Geoi 

Georgia Techs lab, who, along with Georgia Power and the Atomic Energy 

Commission (now DOE/NRC) brought the Tech reactor to Georgia to train the 

operators on so the South could be nuclearized with nuclear power . I know thiE 

because I fought for years to get the Tech reactor shut and it is part of my 

sworn testimony to the Atomic Safety and Licensing Board Judges. It is now
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shut. End of story. You can request a copy of that testimony given in May 1996 before Judges Bechhoefer, kline and Lam, plus the over 5oo pages of supporting documentation, from the NRC 
The EPA is also chastized in it ! 

The fact of the matter is this: the existing contamination there should not be there, it is man-made. It's from the facility.It is not a question of"levels", cobalt-60 and Cesium-137 for example are not found in nature, kritium levels in nature are infinitisimal also.  Decay products in the uranium decay series Come from the uranium in the fuel rods during operations etc. The place is a blight on the 
land.  

Thank you for your consideration of all this materi l, and thank you for your assurance that an entire team will be assenbled to deal with this, obviously it should include biologists who specialize in the effects of radiation. Nuclear engineers are NOT biologists, health physi&ists only interpret the existing NRC or Plant specific ODCM standards. Nuclear engineers and physicists can only interpret the engineering etc. Too often nuclear engineers are assigned to address medical radiation issues in which they have no experience.If there is something wrong with a car, one takes it to a mechanic, not a doctor.  on issues of human health and radiation doctors and epidemiologists who specialize in the effects of radiation should be consulted. In the entire NRC, nationwide, NRC has ONE doctor, on contract I believe, on top of which no obstetricians or gynaecologists and pediatricians who specialixe in the effects of radiation in women and children and the develop-ing foetus, all with lower ability to withstand the effects of radiation than men. The vulnerability of the develop.ing embryo and foetus of all species to radiation is documented for over 50 years.  However, the DOE and the NRC doesn't care, nor does the ICRP .How mush the ICRP doesn't care is in the attached second supplement to the oral testimony. After Chernobyl, in Kiev, over 20,000 pregnancies were 
aborted as you will see.  

Plant Hatch is two counties upstream from the coast. The ramifications of a nuclear accident would wipe out coastal fisheries ,completing the destruction that the Savannah River Nuclear Site has caused these fifty years and the radioactive contamination from the Trident Nuclear Submarines based at St. Marys in the area there. Never forget, it is the radioactive decay heat from the radioactively contaminated discharges that increases the water temperature. Just as the ocean testing of nuclear weapons in the Pacific increased the water temperature . Hatch contaminated the sediment down to the coast at Darien.Enough is Enough! 

Please call if you have any questions. Thank you again.  

Pamela Blockey-O'Brien 

Copy to Rita Kilpatrick, Director CCE.  

Encl: Testimony and three additional supplements to NRC on Plant Hatch, including Dr. Gofman's letter.
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Statement and Testimony of Pamela Blockey-O'Brien, on behalf of the F.O.R./I.F.O.R (National and International Fellowship of Reconciliation) to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, AGAINST the request of Southern Nuclear Operating Company - a subsidiary of The Southern Company - - on behalf of itself and co-owner licensees, namely : Georgia Power Company, Oglethorpe Power Compena ion, Municipal Electric Authority of Georgia and the City of Dalton - for a License Renewal under the Atomic Energy Act of 1954 as Amended for Renewed Operating Licenses for Nuclear Power Plants Edwin I. Hatch Units I and II, Dockets Number 50-321 and 50-366, located on the banks of the Altamaha River, in Appling County,., Georgia, with the Application for joicense Renewal dated February 2000. The Application is 1200 pages accordng to NRC, the pages are divided in sections and numbered according to section.  After some difficulty I recieved a copy last week. Since then every waking moment(and in my nightmares)I have been going over this Application - an Application , by the way, that reminds one of a crooked use ar salesman trying to sell a junk vehicle without disclosing too much about the bomb s on board, the ingredients in the bombs, that some of the ingredients are released to the environment as the vehicle travels and that the engine block is more or less held together with baling wire and spit balls .  

It saddens me to have to come to a community held hostage by the fact that around 70% of its tax base comes from a radioactive hulk which threatens their existance by its mere presence, with a high level radioactive waste dump inside it and another one being created outside it, the contents of which will be radioactive essentially for eternity.  When the Georgia Power Company teamed up with the Georgia Institute of Technology and the forerunner of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission and forerunner of the Department of Energy, namely the Atomic Energy Commission and brought a research reactor to Georgia Tech on which to train reactor operators so the South could be nuclearized with power plants, you can bet your stock options that few were told the ultimate consequences, just like today. So let us examine the truth 
Just as in a nuclear bomb, inside a nuclear power reactor such as Hatch, the atom is split, or "fissioned" releasing incredible energy, but inside a reactor, with luck, the nuclear reaction is "controlled" and can be stopped. Water is hauled out of the ALtamaha River ,forced between the hundreds and hundreds of fuel rods containing enriched uranium , the rods grouped in bundles called assemblies, as the atom is split, the water is simulataneously cooling the rods so they don't meltdown, and generating steam to power turbines for generators for electricity In the process, more than eighty different possible radioactive "split' products, called "fission products"are formedcapable of releasing ionizing radiation, X-Rays, alpha and beta particles, gamma rays or neutrons. For example, Xenon-137 is created which gives off (negative) beta radiation which becomes cesium-137, which gives off gamma radiation.  "Activation products"are also created, the violence of the nuclear chain reaction causes existing chemicals in air,water, nearby materials etc.  to absorb energy change structure and become radioactive. Approx.  300 different radioactive chemicals created, must then go through many half-lives as they decay back to their natural stable state, all the while emitting radiation. Radioactive particles created decay into other radioactive so-called "daughter products". During the process plutonium is also created in the fuel rods, along with other radioactive "goodies" like Cobalt-60,Cesium-137 and Strontium-90. When there are insufficient atoms left inside the uranium in the fuel to split to maintain a steady power state, rods are said to be "used" or called "spent fuel", The
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rods in their assemblies are now the most radioactive thing on the
face of the earth more or less, besides an atomic bomb explosion.  
They are removed from the reactor core underwater for shielding against the incredible radioactive decay heatcoming off them and stuck in 
a pool of waterywhich i1 an inside radioactive dump, to sit there 
forever and forever until someone, somewhere goes one better than 
The Creator and changes the laws of physics,energy , matter etc. and can render nuclear waste safe. According to information provided me, 
as of last Nov. Hatch had approximately 302,808 radioactive rods in 
the pool and 69,440 in the combined cores of Hatch I and II. The 
Brookhaven Study done for NRC in 1997 regarding radioactive spent fuel estimated a worst case scenario, full pool at a BWR of 138,000 
dead after one year in a 500 mile radius and 2,170 square miles of contaminated land in event of accident, in the pool.The poolis 
located between the fourth and fifth floor level approx. It is patched 
because they already dropped a bolt weighing hundreds of pounds into 
it, ruptured the liner and contaminated the hell out of the place and have had leaking fuel in reports, yet Southern does not seem to mention 
this or discuss it under Severe Accident Mitigation Alternatives or under Aging Effects regarding the pool, except to discuss water chemis
try, when it is known that radiation degrades the cement, steel etc.  alloys etc. and causes all types of corrosion,irradiation embrittlement, 
pitting, and a host of problems they even admit to in the application, 
for everything at the plants from the reactor to the fuelrpoolan 
everything involved from the ground up. The CRAC-2 Report to congress 
back in the early 1980's concerning a core melt at Hatch and releeases would cause hundreds of dead per Unit, thousands of injuries and up 
to $56 Billion in damages+causing radiation injury over a 70 mile 
radius . It woulid be the death of middle and south Georgiap ue to high groundwater the coremelt would hit the Altamaha faster than Southern's executives could leave the State. If it happened at a time when the Altamaha's flow was high,as in 1998/94/95) when in some months it ranged between around 45,000 cubic feet a second to around 70,000 
cubic feet a second at the Doctortown gauge south of the plant by some miles according to USGS documents, or the December 1948 flood in the applicants own documents of 130,000 cubic feet a second north of the site, it wouldn't take too long to reach Georgia's prime fishing and tourism area, the Golden Isles and the Atlantic. Yet Southern has the absolute gall to state that the offsite economic cost would be $99,659 , and the offsite exposure cost $72,565 and also that quote: "As the environmental impacts of potential severe accidents are of small significance and because additional measures to reduce such 
impacts would not be justified from a public knakkk perspective 

risk Southern Nuclear Company concludes that no additional severe accident mitigation alternative measures beyond those already implemented 
during the current license term are warranted-for HNP." 
Southern modeied all releases except one only1 at ground level,buoyant 
plume rise was not modelled, They used ONE years worth of site metereology, instead of 30 year wind roses offsite,onsite metereology 
since startup, precipitation and temperature from Georgia records 
going back a miniumum of 180 years,-because this information is vital under accident conditions as NRC well knows and needed for daily use - but hey, Georgia Powers Annual Report on Plant Radioactive 
Effluent Releases for 1996, a report that must be submitted because all nuclear power plants constantly release radioactive contaminants to the environment in order to operate with subsequent uptake to crops, 
water,fish, sediment, children, people in general for miles I'll get to later on, Georgia POwer told the NRC in writing that they were not 
submitting it they had it on file and would supply it on NRC request ,
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Hatch is A General Electric Mark I , its a lemon, the 1975 GE socalled "Reed Report" detailed major safety and economic problems with their reactors. Even earlier when the NRC was still the Atomic Energy Commission, your own top staff wanted to ban reactors of the Hatch type becaUSE THEY HAVE NO PROPER CONTAINMENT DOME AT ALL and their pressure -suppression system using a Torus and a piddling containement chamber could lead to disaster, and as late as 1987 NRC confirmed1 their pathetic system was virtually certain to fail in a major accident.  Hatch has known drywell leakage and you better read all the PNO's and Licensee Event Report on the Torus since startup all* about leaking valves, torus water temperature reaching 97 degrees caused (they Docket says) by contimuous hot weather increasing the temperature around the reactor building, faulty wiring and a crack in the vent header and the like. To top it off, the reactorg for Unit I has a cracked core shroud held together by metal braces which could fail due to embrittlement and vibration.  But I want to get to serious environmental issues, concerning the lioactive contamination of the environment around Hatch and the contaminated sediment in the Altamaha down to the coast at Darien thanks to this dump. As NRC knows, A Curie is a measurement of radiation standardized to radium. One Curie gives off thifty seven billion macroscopic nuclear explosions a second, euphemistically called "disintegrations "or "transformations" , for comparison, radioactive contamination in the environment is measured in microCurie and Pico Curie levels,usually in the last. It is also measured in milliRems. The State of Georgia maintained until very recently in their Environmental Radiation SurVeillance Reports, that average so-called background radiation in Georgia was 40-42 millirem a year- we all know that fallout from past nuclear tests now contributes only one millirem a year, though DOE and NRC (and now the State by the look of it) have been increasing it for years to suit their purposes, saying its "background" when most of it comes from the nuclear fuel cycle and related activities such as emissions from nuclear facilities. Allowable release levels were set, historically, in order to allow quote "reasonable latitude for the expansion of atomic energy programs in the forseeable future." The purpose of NRC Regulations, is ONLY to make sure the standards for protection NRC came up with in their Part 20 Regulationsa reg-• ulation says. NRC (and DOE ) set the standard to operate,industry must not go above those standards. It has nothing to do with health or environmental protection or worker protection, Neither NRC nor DOE gives a fig about the workers. Because radiation can't be seen,smelled, etc. tortured mathematical formulas were invented to try and figure out the cell damaging effects , which are immediate and essentially irreversable according to the best medical specialists in the world specializing in radiation, and I do not mean the appalling ICRP who set pepermissible genetic doses to sperm and ovum. According to the governments own documents, radiation damages the genetic material in reproductive cells and results in mutations transmitted from generation to generation.  There is no "safe" dose below which there is no damage, this has now been conclusively proven for the umteenth time. In the environment the effects are cumulative. It bioaccumulates up the food chain. Emissions from reactors, such as Hatch, are poured out the stacks as "Noble gases" seep out of myriad minute openings in the system, and are dumped back to water. For this reason measurements are taken - yet the true effects measureable in blood tests to the population and the animals,and assessment of individual mutations and chromosomal abefation is not done, and it should be. For Southern to be saying that there are no water quality issues in the vicinity of Hatch with the river, that the quality of the groundwater in the vicinity of Hatch is good,
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is disgusting, but predictable. Among other things, they contaminated 
the groundwater at Hatch beginning in 1979, the aquifer to be precise, 
then in 1982 150,000 gallons of riverwater flooded the turbine and 
radioactive waste buildings which will have also seeped into the ground 
water which discharges ultimately to the Altamaha, or could also 
seep into the other aquifers, Tn 1986 there was a spent fuel pool 

=ident accident where 141,500 gallons of water highly contaminated with 
Cobalt-60, Zinc-65,Manganese 54, Cesium-134,Cesium-137,A-Tritium.  
Back in 1979, Cs-137 was still below 20 pCi /kg in sediment, it has 5p•ce 
hit 67,000 pCi/kg,- fish, a year after the'86 spill contained Cs-137 
up to 750 pCi/kg. In 1999 river sediment in published reports still hit 
38OpCi/Kg drythe cobalt-60 in sediment in 1998 still hit 190 pCi/kg 
4 miles downstream and the K-40 14,000 pCi/kg. The Beryllium-7 whch 
Georgia Power admited to me of course comes from the reactor and it 
goesuap and own like yo-yo in vegetation -10,600 pCi/kg in '97,as 
does the Cesium-137 for example in'97 it hit 473 pCi/kg vegetation 
10 miles south of the plant which even though its one of the wind 

;hs) the State calls it background - burthen, as I explained to the Atomic 
Safety and Licensing Board Judges how the State operates back in '96 
that's no huge surprise either. You need to impound and read every 
test ever done at the Georgia Tech Lab for the State, the State files 
and the Utilities records since startup. Not to mention every inspection 
report the NRC wrote since start-up and violation and so-called non
cited violation, for starters to begin to get the picture, bearing 
in mind that the Hatch offsite Dose Calculation Manual and Final Safety 
Analysis Report were written in the stone Age and are outrageous.  
For example, the ODCm says gaseous radioactive releases at and beyond 
the site boundary can go to 500 millirems a year to the body and 
3,000 mRems a year to the skin for noble gases, and then say they have 
no limits on the noblegases they can release, and that)for radioactive 
iodine -131 and 133,tritium (radioactive hydrogen) and all radionuclides 
in particulate form with half-lives greater than 8 days, up to 
1500 millirem to ANY organ, all of the aforementioned as dose rate 
limits, this is worse than absurd. They say (under ODCM Methodology 
in their 96 report) that the percent of the ODCM limits are not applic
able because they hare no Curie limits for gaseous releases.  
This is the outfit that uses what they term "hypothetical" chilren 
as their controlling receptor for the releases, in actuality their 
own words was "a child in the NW quadrant" if I remember correctly 
This is the outfit busy dosing the children and adults at the Roadide 
Park, the Camping Area, the Recreation Area and the Visitors Center.  
This is the outfit dosing the Boy Scouts in that camping area according 
to their own manual. I don't care how low a dose they maintain the 
kids are getting from the noble gases or particulates, if the Strontium 
90 ,being a ci&cium displacer lodges in the kids bone and gives it 
bone cancer, both child and parent don't ask how little did it get.  
Strontium-90 decays to Yttrium-90. which is known to concentrate in 
the hormone producing soft-tissue organs such as the ovaries,testes 
and pituatary gland, and, according to published reports by the 
radiation medicine community is a powerful hormone disrupting radioactive 
chemical not just a powerful carcinogen..  
Southern is permitted by Georgia to withdraw a monthly average of 
72 Million gallons of water a day with a maximum rate of 103.6 mgd.  
Georgia must have lost its mind to permit this. The annual average is 
57.18 million gallons a day-they say consumtive losses approximate 
46%. Translated into "people-speak" that includes the evaporating 
radioactive steam etc.6losses to the atmosphere" 

as they so cutely put it. They say thetrwithdrawal to the alluvial



aquifer recharge is small in impact. That the recharge is also provided by the minor confined aquifer of the Hawthorn Formation to which the alluvium is interconnected. First the Hawthorn is not minor, Hatch sits on top of it as well as the alluvium which is under and on both sides of the Altamaha and the Hawthorn continues on the other side according to the DOE survey of the site and as it is all interconnected and they contaminated the aquifer onsite and so forth the extent of the effects could be massive. Furthermore, a comparison of the DOE survey of soil sample data in the area from long ago, with what has been measured since regarding K-40 and Cesium-137 data ,-even though the DOE lies and says Cesium-137 is naturalwhen its man-madejand the plant had been operating a short while and releasing radioactve crud,-shows that the area has been contaminated. For example, most K-40 was zero, and the Cesium-137 never went over 310 pci/kg in soil.  Kv40 was at 16001pci/kg in soil in'99 in one measurement and 6300pCi/kg in an '88 measurement for comparison, and 3,500 pCi/kg in 84.  Cs5137 in soil in 198 inState data provided (which may not be all data-knowing them) reached 240pCi/kg, in '88 640 pci/kg and in '84 920 pCi/kg. NfC'; attitude has been :oh well, it's lower now.  Site geology is ac ualy extremely complex, and, as Hatch also withdraws 1.1 million gallons a day average from the Floridan aquifer also 
monthly 

beneath the sitefor)among other things "process use" such as demineral ized waterwhich is of course xsxdgko using a huge amount of water when calculated over just one year . Georgia, Alabama and Florida are currently engaged in what is termed "water wars" over their water needs , and those needs do not only cover river withdrawals1I don't think. Water issues are among the biggest issues environmentally worldwide and nationwide aA4 are becoming critical due to the type of pollution from facilities like Hatch , not only other pollution sources.  Farmers also rely on this system. At least their needs should take precedence over the needs of a local pollutter that could and should hav utilized alternative energy years ago.  The Applicant's go into rhapsodies about the ecology of the site, including the wetlands that they contaminated with the spent-fuel pool spill disaster. They neglect to mention that it has been documente( for over 40 years that mammals and birds waterfowl etc. are contaminated via ingestion of contaminated seeds, berries and other foods contaminated by nuclear emissions and direct radiation from the facilities and that contamination affects their reproduction,health and is also accumulated in their bones. Migratory species carry the contamination with them . When they die, if ingested by something else, that also becomes contaminated and so it continues. The radioactive iodine from Hatch is measured in the milk in the Tattnall Co dairyIas is the Cs-137 and tritium and strontiums due to uptake via the grads cow)milk/child pathway. It used to be measured at Appling and Toombs dairies also, which it should be, maybe it still is and I don't have the data.A According to NRC and the State, both partly funded by the licenseef the nuclear industry) the attitude is all this is Ok, within the levels) remember. A '94 milk sample of Hatch's showed 500 pCi/L tritium.  Although it has been established since decades that tritium at veý low levels is particularily hazardous to the developing foetus EPA set a helpful allowable level in water of 20,000 pCi/l . Tritium irradiates as it passes through the body , continued ingestion means continued irradiation and continued damage . One thing is that I believe the Tattnall Co. Dairy is the massive State Prison dairy, which brings me to another issue : Southern has figured out that everyone is going to do the " radiation stumble" namely)that they are all going to evacuate in case of a severe accident - you know, a meltdown and massive release



to air , going at 2.5 Meters - about 7 feet a second_ in a radial distance. The evac. Zone is only 10 miles under the law, but CRAc-2 says the kill-zone is 20 miles. First responders are of course the local fire department and little, cute Appling CO. Emergency headquarters people. Anybody told them that if they try and go in under such circumstances they'll die ? Is Southern/Georgia Power going to evacuate the workers,schoolchildren,shut-insprison 
guards and prisoners from the various area prisons, hospitals,nursery school children 4t 7 feet a second ? That dump has had three serious events in the last year, the February event could have led to a meltdown. How many times can you get lucky ? I did not even bother to look at the General Electric data submitted - why should they be trusted ? Regarding their NPDES Discharge Permit issued by the State of Georgia under the Clean Water Act to Allow discharges to the Altamaha, and also the other Water Quality Certification letfr from 1972 by the Ste.  1) According to the EPA Definitions for NPDES Discharges the NRC provided, they have absolutely no say-so whatsoever over the dumping of most radioactive contaminants, because the Atomic Energy Act &f 1954 is involved, they do not cover so called"source, byproduct or Special Nuclear Materials, nor radium or accelerator produced-isotopes as examples. However, heat " is covered.' They did not seem to explain in the atgtaad documents, that the radioactive. decay heat is part of what causes the "THERMAL PLUME" . Did they tell the State Water people they dump radioactive water, or that the sediment in the river contains man-mades ? Did they tell National Marine Fisheries oF State Fish and Wildlife about this or about the radioactive air emissions when they asked them by letter to evaluate Endangered Species and fish entrainment, and similar ? The answer is "NO", one cannot even find the word "radioactive" . I called some of them, they had not been told. Now, the Sturgeon is a bottom feeder, it is Endangered, ingesting a Cobalt-60 particle with its damage to blood and the central nervous system alone is not a nice way for any living being to die. Nor is slow death from constant irradiation from.Cesium-137 in its muscles. The fish entrainement study dates back to 1980. Interestingly it noted among the 22 species of fish an unknown egg and an unknown larvae. What was it ? Were there more ? Talk about loss of biodiv.qyt/-Extinction is forever.  They speak of reforesting areds with the longleaf pine - we know that pines retain radioactive contaminants due to uptake from radioactve air emissions and deposition falling in rain, just like other trees,I did not have time to look up how long the longleafs hold their"needles" if you will, obviously the longer the uptake from soil and water etc.  the more contaminated they'd become and when the needles drop thelitter would be that much more radioactive for all ground-dwelling species in contact with them, plus re-contaminate the ground at higher levels.  Ever tested the Gopher tortoises burrowing on the contaminated site ? If the tutles contaminated on and offsite of the monstrous Death of the Earth (DOE) squad site on the Savannah River are any indicatorthe gopher tortoises are probably also contaminated, though probably to a lesser extent.  With regard to transmission lines , the testimoney of the eminent Dr. W. Ross Adey ,before Congress in 1987 on the issue of electromagnetic (as oppossed to ionizing radiationsi sent shivers down the spines of the collective electric power industry, partly because of his credentials. The effects on cell, membranes and foetal development in animals for example was ghastly and included information on statistically significant increases in leukemia and lymphoma in studies of children exposed to power distribution systemshigh voltage power lines



and the like. These effects must be addressed. His testimony needs to be considered by NRC as he is one of the worlds experts on this isue.  Southern has not considered it. Further studies since then agree.  
I feel particularily sorry for the workers in the area whose jobs would be impacted. However, the NRC has repeatedly cited the facility over the years for its terrible personnel contamination record among other things, which is why NRC needs to read EVERY Inspection Report evy2,done.  NRC has taken little concrete actioneafept to repeat that they are "tconcerned" for the past decades. It should be remembered there are no medical doctors on staff who specialize in health effects of radft-ion, some of the reports on what has gone on are a nightmare.Like the workers trapped in the drywell. NRC said they had no way of knowing whether or not they died. If I remember correctly, somewhere on the Docket it said they forgot to test them appropriately afterwards.  The workers should be compensated, the community should be compensated, and Southern , with its considerable financial and political clout could easily help get replacement work located outside the kill-zone and pay for job retraining and transportation to work. A problem I see always is tha worker frustration over potential job loss, which is totally understandable) is sometimes directed at those who explain the dangers when it should be directed at those who brought the equivalent of a nuclear bomb with a slow leak into their community to begin with. The ultimate tradgedy, is that Southern or Georgia Power, has W I probably not explained to them that due to them getting contaminated inside the plant, even their bodily excreta can become radioactive, and that is the essence of what wb behind the NRC taking Hatch to task over the spreading of sewage sludges from the site under the power lines # O [E is doubtful they were told that as soon as they enter the site, under NRC Regulations, they are no longer considered "members of the public". If they were to die inside the plant due to contamination - in theory industry and NRC can state Ro member of the public died that day as a result of radiation exposure.  She Applicant's documents only touch on the terrible, dangerous high-level radioactive wyaste dump they have prepared outside to put deadly radioactive spent fuel inside casks that have never been tested in the real world, and simulated tests involved Hatch sticking a hot water pad inside one to simulate radioactive fuel rods, which the NRC gently pointed out - oh , so politely - that it "did not accurately simulate the temperatures." The casks - space for 48 is created - will stream gamma radiation into the environment and workers on the pad at a weekly rate of 21,000 millirem off the sides alone, next to the casks, each cask.AFormer military nuclear scientist has assured me that terrorists could blow the top offthe cask in a twinkling of an eye from considerable distance, other research shows h few rounds from a Milan anti-tank weapon could blast it to smithereens from 6000 feet with catastrophic results. People are being told it is temporary storage and that it will either be sent to Yucca Mountain or to a site on the Goshute Indian Reservation in Utah being prepared by a consortium that includes Southerniand the company)PFS that has prepared the site in Georgia. One of the leaders of the Goshute opposition to this wanted me to remind everyone, that their tribal chair does not speak for them all, and they do not intend to be at the recieving end of 4,000 casks from across the country into their valley where they already must endure myriad hazardous industries and military weapons test sides on their borders. In the end, in all probability, South Georgia is going to be left with a nuclear dump inside the plant and one outside, forever. The outside one would be eliminated if the plant is shutdown quite soon and no more nuclear waste is generated.  

5000 more assemblies at sixty rods a bundle will be generated without shut-



down. This insanity must stop. Yucca Mountain is also basically dead in the water, literally.  

This is the South. If a Sheriff found out that someone had a decrepit junk car, with a cracked engine block wrapped with baling wire,that not only couldn't pass emissions tests, not only leaked gasoline into the local creek, but carried a deadly cargo locked in the trunk capable of killing an entire county, and a second deadly cargo strapped iAide) in a patched bucket, and the exhaust leaked into the car and gassed passengers periodically, plus sprayed neighbors crops,kids and livestock with a fine gasoline mist as a bonus, not only would the offender be jailed for reckless endangerment and a lot more besides, but both the sheriff and the judge would laugh in the face of any such a car owner, if they told the judge and sheriff)having such a car kept mechanics employed, that the people in the car were paid to be gassed periodically or that misting neighbors crops and kids was OK, because the owners manual and the people that wrote the owners manual said it was. Thats more or less the situation - only the sheriff and the judge got written out of the loop by the Atomic Energy Act and the NRC and a lot more besides.  The NRC is in the loop and holds the power . For the love of God, at least prevent a meltdown and shut this dump down. When the spent fuel pool goes, NRC can watch it on TV from Washington - until the plume hits it.  But don't worry about that, I'm sure there's a regulation that says the dose won't damage you alljthat NRC wrote.  Just remember this, we are all accountable to the Almighty for our actions and I doubt the Creator is pleased with the despoilers of life on earth.  Thank you.
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May 11, 1999 LETTER OF CONCERN. BERKELEY. CALIZFoRA 94720 

To Whom It May Concern: 

During 1942, Robert E. Connick and I led the "Plutonium Group" at the University of California, Berkeley, which managed to isolate the first milligram of plutonium from irradiated uranium. (Plutonium-239 had previously been discovered by Glenn Seaborg and Edwin McMillan.) During subsequent decades, I have studied the biological effects of ionizing radiation --- including the alpha particles emitted by the radioactive decay of plutonium.  
By any reasonable standard of biomedical proof, there is•__ no safe dose, which means that: just one decaying radioactive atom can Produce permanent mutation in a cell's genetic molecules. My own work showed this in 1990 for xrays, gamma 

Srays, 

and beta particles (Gofman 1990: "Radiation-Induced Cancer from Low-Dose Exposure",). For alpha particles, the logic of no safe dose was confirmed experimentally in 1997 by Tom K. Hei and co-workers at Columbia University College of Physicians and Surgeons in New York (Proceedings of the National Academey of Sciences (USA) Vol.94,' pp.3765-3770, April 1997, "Mutagenic Effects of a Single and an Exact Number of Alpha Particles in Mammalian Cells").  
It follows from such evidence that citizens worldwide have a strong biological basis for opposing activities which produce an appreciable risk of exposing humans and others to Plutonium and other radioactive pollution at any level. The fact that humans cannot escape exposure to ionizing radiation from various natural sources --- which may well account for a large share of humanity's inherited afflictions --- is no reason to let human activities INCREASE the exposure to ionizing radiation. The fact that ionizing radiation is a mutagen was first demonstrated in 1927 by Herman Joseph Muller, and subsequent evidence has shown it to be a mutagen of unique potency. Mutation is the basis not only for inherited afflictions, but also for cancer.  

Very truly yours, 

W. D. Ph.D.  
Professordtneritus of Mo ecul and Cell Biology 
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May 29th,2000 

From: Panela Blockey-O'Brien 

To: U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission 
License Renewal Application Section 
Chief of Rules and Directives, 
Div. of Administrative Services, 
Office of Administrator, 
Mailstop T-6 
0-59, U.S. NR.C., 
Washington, D.C.  

Re: License Renewal application by Southern Nuclear Operating Co.  
and others for Nuclear Plant Hatch I and Ip, Georgia.  
Supplemental statement and Testimony to my May 10th statement 
and Testimony, on behalf of F.O.R./I.F.O.R. AGAINST the License 
Renewal Application, to be attached to and made part of the 
May 10th document and considered by NRC.  

First, a correction : page 5 of the May 10th paper, line 16, a zero 
was left off from the i-40 figure, it shoud read "K-40 was at 16,000 
pCi/kg" NOT 1600.  
Also, on page 4. at the end of line 8, it should have been stated 
that the contamination went to the wetlands and rivar, among other 
arcas.  
The May 10tQ,2000 hearing was amant to focus on the environaiental 
aspects in particular according to IRC. The Applicant(s) are being 
decaptiva waen they only consider the Altamaha as being the area of 
watarsned tAat covers where the Altamaha is named "Altamaha", The 
Altamaha is one of the two most important river systems in Georgia.  
It is called the "MIGATY Altamaha" for a reason, because it is formed 
by two huge rivers that have tAeir heads far to the nortn,namely the 
Oconee and Ocaulgew, and the State of Georgia considers the Oconee
Ocoulgee-Altamana system one of Georgias five river basin groups 
for River 2asin Management Planning and are based onrivar basin 
location,contributing drainage,physiographic features, and ralatod 
water resource issues " according to the State. The Oconeas reach 
extends to the Atlanta area. The Altamaha's floodplains are three 
miles to twelve milas wide. The tidal influence extandssome 40 miles 
inland according to publication. Two thirds of the State's shad come 
from the river. It contains river islands and cypress swamps. Lewis 
Island ,part of the vast State Waterfowl Management Area and areas 
of significant wildlife resources has a 300 acre stand of virgin 
cyress over 1,000 years old. The Big Hammock Wildlife Management 
Area near Hatch (and in the windpath) covers around 6,400 acres.The 
Big Haummock Natural Area is adjacent to it. On the other side of 
Hatch (again in one of the windpaths) is Bullard Creek Wildlife 
Management Area. The Big Hammock Natural Area stretches eleven miles 
along the river and Watermelon Creek. Nearby creeks that drain into 
the Altamaha (from all windpaths and rainfall deposition/radioactiva 
contaminant deposition areas) include : Bells Mill Creek, C obb Creek, 
an unnamed creek near English Eddy (village) ,Milligan Creek, Allig
ator Creek, Little Alligator Creek, Bullard Creek, Ten Mile Creek 
and Little Ten Mile Creek, also an un-named creek that enters wotlnds/ 
swamp near Hatch; plus there is a lake called Big Pond. All of 
thava areas rscieve radioactive fallout from Plant Hatch's air/noble 
gas caleaseso wildlife,birds (and people) will recieve radioactive
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iodine,tritium and the decay products of Cesium-137 and Strontium-90 
among others to thAr thyroid,muscle,bona etc. etc.  
All the aforementLioned surfacs waters will have this radioactive 
garbage dumped in tnem, In particular when it rains and deposition 
increases. The area recieves massive rain systems , Spsaking of 
whicn, Hiatcns own FSAR under the section on floods, cites USGS dta 
data on a Jan. 22nd 1925 histo:ical record flood at the plant site 
of 200,000 cubic feet a second PLUS there was a catlation O1 a 
poak discharge of 612,000 cubic feet a second corresponding to a 
stage at el 105 feet based on a 1916 storm. Why did Southern not 
include these figures in the application ? 
Southern has basically refused to discuss all the so-called Class I 
issues. This is really an 4outrage-and done a toss-out of SMAS.  
They have said the population is sparse and it's mainly forested 
or agricultural. This is a prims faraing aroa. Vidalia Onions are
a major crop not too far away - they are considered the best type 
of onions in the world by chefs and sell all over, yet they are in 
hatch's windpath also. This is a disgrace.. Class one issues should 
cover effects to pollinators, including effects on their reproduction 
pollinators like bees and butterilies. Herman Mdllar won tho Nobal 
Prize in 1943 for his wora on t•a ganetic effects of radiation, and 
showed througn nis work on Orozophili, a fruit fly, that ionizing 
raviation a focts not only the biological organism exposed but the 
seed within tha body from whnich future generations are formad, and 
one of the affacta is of course sterility. Seas are particularily 
vulnerable to altects of sticides and radiation - in"Silent Spring" 
by Rachel Carson so many years ago, she pointed out tne synergystic 
a~ecta of Stro tiua-90 combinod witn toxicchemicals/pasticides.  
Thera is a cMisiM witA pollinators. aees ara literally baing physically 
Drought in in h•ve3, oy truck# pack and forth across farming areas 
in the antire Soucn, with Aives set up for soma dals to co-ilnide 
with blossoos for pollination. It ia an insane situation tnat tateats, 
ia•3 nations food supply. siologist Carson was ridiculed and vilified 
b tna industry who produced the stlcides etc. - of course s3a wa3 
rigntg, and is now on a postage stamp. ARC siaply cannot allow 
Plant Hatca to continue to operata in an araa vital to agriculturee.  
Between Soperton and Vidalia there is a sizabl groat farm. The ailk 
(Or perhaps cneeso) they produca should be tested also, as well as 
the grass. In one of Hatch's Annual Reports the months they listed 
that they did the garden census on, ware actually going into wintor 
when everything would be dead or dying off. Typical.  
The bioaccumulation Zactors up the food cmain are of graat iportance.  
The area is generally a low incoxe area. Many peoplo hunt,flih and 
have gardens - it's all a matter of survival. When all pathways are 
considered together the effects are serious.  
3hutdown of Hatch would aliminats a large portion of the air dia
charges and dumping to the Altamaha. The radioactive spent fuel pool 
issue and need for recirculating water for it etc. would of course 
remain, With the reactora shutdown, the danger of the cracked cora 
shroud and braces blowing would also be more or less taken cara o0.  
The fuel in the core should be iWediately removad to thie pool.  
The outdoor radioactive apent fuel stora~a iust ITiIA??E. I S lS 
A MAJOR ENVRONRCEaTAL ISAUM and as the poo0 is almost full- the 
relicensing Ki interwoven with the storage of the spent tol. It 
cannot ba ignored or shoved under the rug. To pretond that stickiri" 
tho DEAT6 of tw sarth outside in an untested cask - even a tested



one - is not a muajor environm~ental isisua anid is not part and parcel 
of tha relicansing ia obscene, T30 varkOXrs are at grava risk as well.  
Both Southern anid Private F~uel Storage are 'HOG's", We HOcLTEC ARA 
OWNE~RS GROUP mebers,. HOLTEC .xakes the cask to be usedI. Private fuel 
Storage is trying to set up tho site in Utah that many of tao Goshute 
Indiana do Aot want on thair lanid. The State of Utah doesn't want the 
stuif in Utah eitaer. The cumiulative consequencas &f the incradibla 
amount oi ga-auaa radiation 3troazing off those casks (and a few neutrons) 
to workers, the surrounding population, the environment ato. will 
be terrible. The slab they sit on becomies radioactive as XRC k~nows, the 
water fromt rainstorms conning over them will also be radioactive and 
will enter groundwater and/or the Altamaha. Southern has been putting 
out PR~ on the casks saying ridiculous things like What will. tho casks 

look like* instesad of telling tho public they contain. death# and the 

explosioa of such a cask would hiave horrendous consequences. A high 

laval radioactive waste dum~p is being created outside next to the 

and that community is going to get stuck with it, along with the atisting 
indoor one, and neither N~RC nor Southern is telling that comimnity 
Mnat it'll be a cold day in hell whan that all getas wolved out of thera, 
To add insult uo injury N4RC doasn't want to include the izsue nor does 

Southern. Well, wa d*audd it be iMOWec. This Is an anvironsental and 
an economnic juatico iasua anid so is tha entire relicansing . souebrn 
does not. want to audrass tic avironmental and aconomic Juatica issuas, 

altnougn it 13 a low inco comaunity. of~ course tney Jon'qta~at' C 

why that poor, rural coymunity got stuck with this monster to bagin with* 
Wdal it waan't su nex t tn o varcr mansion. it' a clazai Casa 
tan Aopi1 nt ow dousat snow that tflere is a 
au.saar K, low inco~e Auanholda in tha 50 M1i radius. Appli:a County 

_tal iai 22.35 a 02 icz iiouseholds balow zaa poverty level Mtar 
couatiaz have avan sig:ao: nuU~ars in many Instances. As stated earliar, 
many people MeY on Mae land to hlsp tham~ survivaesoma also supplemuent 
tasir diqt ch1at way even tnough thay may not technically iall iritto 
taa yovarty laval clazafication. Maey will be d±5proQ ontoal 
af.tected f=o a ioalta poraspective , Two Applial Co, canaus trcts have 
a Aigher parcantago Vi aouszaaalds olow the ?overty lavel naaaily 29.0 
and 26.2t Adjacent QOo~aD CO, Lhaz two cansu3 tracts wicti ov 32* 
of riouseiolcia in povatty, Cc.spara thiat. to the givQA Georgia total of 
14.315%. The3 contiaued o~aratiofl of Hatch has onviroaaaintal consequeflces 
due to its dischargas on Mas onviroamniat on which tao poor alao depand-.  
in order to zustain thamselvesp this affects their hoalth. It is a 

oalor isoue. Looks likce tho boasted tax roveaues from 3atch didn't do 

4uch for the p~oor ... makos one wonder who benefittad, 
Anotbar key issue is the !act that many large pwizons ares located in tha 

ares, including tha zaassive State prison at R4&dsville IN THE~ WIN~D PATHJ 
across the river, is soucharn going to got th~at evacuated at saven ft.  
a second during a menltdownl ? in particular if itl visiting day ? 
Is NAiC aware that couailas.3 famiilies travel hundreds of miles in some 
casaa down to thoso prisons$' anid the Stata prison in, jarticularlto 
Visit the iacarcerated rolativas. Anyone who thinka thay could evacutat 
t~iat sort of scenario in a hurry haa lost. touoh with raality.  

Ths area prisons were not addressed. Thay should be.  
Regarding tno sawaga baing duuipad to the Altamaha aftar somne treatmant: 
Docause contamination is alao rinsed off in showers and vorkers can have 

conaminatad excreta, it will ba radioactiva.*In S.Colir radiation iadu=& 
aa ezror-proaa DAA repair nytowhioi leads to ~mutationa that would, 

ohr~is, occur only razaiy aoording to taxo NtloaLl Acadamy of S3Oance 
zomaJona swim~Lig JaL the Altaah doatroan un~wara &f 3cawds

At tanaaa
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could ingest wator contaLwinated with Z.Coli if the system is not 
functioning as it should, and this B.Coli could be a matatod vecs&on.  
This could have serious coansOquno, including cancer in the infected iadividual perhap3, at the very least a form of Z.coli 
infection that is hard to troet. - The Applicant mentions that pathogenic microorganisms are ubiquitous in nature accurring in the 
digestive tracts of wild atam-m6als and birds and thus in natural waters, 
but are usually only a problem *Ion the host is imunologically oam
proiased. Radiation is a powerful suppressor of the Immune system 
response. Woawn and children are more vulnerable to its effects as NRC wall knows (or should), the continous low level radiation exposure to the surrounding populations in an at least fifty mile to 100 mile 
radlus will have compromised the immuna systems of the most vulnerable 
in particular to some extent, this will make them more vulnerable 
to infoction if they drink wat*r containing 0&thogenio microorganisms.  

Ther2 are enough specls on or adjacant to Hatch that arc listed 
as Endangered or Threatened or Rare/Unusual. such as the Wood Stork 
Baid Eagle, American Alligator and Shortnoso Sturgeon to warrant parcanendt shutdown on that issue alono, Gasslng woodstorks in ttt.  wetlands east of t•a "cooling towers? with nobla gases while tney 
±oraga in radloactive leftovers from the spent fuel pool spill makes 
a sorry picture. Vhi listing could shift to "extinct".  

It is iaperativo that NRC road evary 3ingle DZTAILED ins•ection 
raport and all thO violations , indoed tho antira Docket since staftu? , that way tl:o an !±ronuun tal and cther- iLpacts tan be botter 
ass•sned. Wlhat way NRC gats to saa thinqu like tLe fizsion particulato maonitor aud noele gas aon±tor baing inoperable *The rason what haS 
iappe.ned over tie yoars is iaportant 13 that it showv a pattern of serious problozus and evontj , in som, cases rspetative, which w1lll 

recur: or becoma worse duo to aging etc. In the May 10th Teaticony, 
I soke of the piae noodlas and contaaination. In the past, pinO 
nadelas at tae L alo'y uoalth Dapt, containod 220 9Ci/kg Craium-137, 730 p"ij.u Ceciua-a'4 4300 pC±...; of 3erylliua-7 (no, it camas 
from the plant, not the co3mic ray soan and dance g on through ad 
nauseum) bpanish waeof at tha Roadside Park contained 460 paC/kg of Ceaauma-137 ,500 pci/kg Co-144 and corn husk• west at 0.75 aileo 
Coaiu-g-137 at 56 PCi/ny. Crass yo-yold up to 1600 pCi/n for Cs-137 
The City oC Baxleoy's groundwater showed alpha at 7 t 4 . How much 

9cill 

hi9 Iior is all this now ? Its hard to tell fcoa publishad roports, 
not only because experience showed data was being le4t out, but 
locationa get changed etc. howovor, az oan example, in 1999 feta 
radiation in groundwater was 7 pCi/l 1.6 miles WdW and Bata at 5 pCi/I 
at the roadside para in groundwator in 1997. Isn't Bata aaant to be separated out abovr 4 under EPA 7 Bata doposition in rain WaS 
253 PCi par square otaer, at 0.5 miles west south west , and 222pCi/f2 at 1.8 miles north east noae the rivr AIn 1997, so Hnatch is spreading 
its radloacctive poisons around nicely-artea't the local people lucky 7 
aadtoactivo rain pittty patting down on their children%, crops and
tnoSo indangered ano *hroateoned SPecias -. but hey, why should Southarnp 
and Geocyia Io•:aa cars - aifoy is rolling in. Any COay•fly that is as envlconaonally usconclou, as to spray arbic~idas in wetland 
roas (ao C-3fl anu Lr.9itfl- 1lV35
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and thinxs they ara hzalping t:he flatwoodd 3alaarnade3r 0 an4 apews 
radioactive gases into tho air otc. as wal~l should to wsazzi; 
distzilutJ n bumper atickers to thair stockholders3 saying "Th 

Eavizonvant ? Whlo caao~ ? Wo don' t*" Glyphosats (iA Accord) IS 

toxic and IS in irritant (QPA) . Thoy 3hould hiiro extra people (for 

Mie ?rice of M~a haricidaz is not cheap) instaad to razmove 
unawante vagatation - vagatation that of course miay 3upport other 
specizz - aftar warning theo people about the ea ctronagaitic radia
tion o~ff the transizaion lineos anid breathnirg in Hatch's radioact~ve 
nobla g~asez.d...* 

To got somie idea of how things go at Hatch# both the public and tho 

A4RC should raview inspection Report N~os: 50-321/95-01 and 50-366/ 
95-ol (Public can got this from NRC Washington Publia Document Room 

Tol 1800- 397-4209 access tM OOR by pressing Wos - it will cost 
unaIar fivo dollars,aski the PDAI for cost.) this is not avan oaa of the 

worat reports, just a raport. Then romem~nar ona of Mchls vacant 
avonfts p the Loss of Coolnt Accident, could ulti~ataly have led 
to a meltdown arid twiat odao of the s3ytams, thie dighn Mzraura Coca 

znfoctioi ("iPCI) kapt aX3sing upt juat aa it has done siaca years 
.i:14 ao oil;, kiliowa h as ( ita U:.nd ofa1~n iportainL ijua aiane 

Utt Part Ka M~ SMOryanCy CoVO Cooling Sy3tOMS)and CAW~ add tO t"Att 

that M1tch has. a cute littla qiz~a calilad ta 01MU TO pm 
VET YSIA - in1 plJai B angilJ, wriac taia dozz La Mn~ avaa A a 

coztainz set of accident critoria, is that ina 3cdar to gain t~Lme 

*and a void. cozjell soaht and a:3zu~Iifl that ait±13r all car cooli 
nynj keep ta cora douzod witsi wae aad tcracc -i&,- iioi K Coolan 

Ac'janc'ar, in eveni oz a 6QCA tiruy caa avain ca dir4ali olowing 

ant) way o'z a*ocaar -whila itoJ ~aaJting docwn - t.aay ianaaj zo A& 
=d aAMOACTI.VE ~3UILjf.Uz' SYASSIN~G THi3 SIM)MY GAj TISAMXL' 51 

dOQ.O M~ Al Ar~waZ To) REMA%3 ?WH' P JAIS)i. indur ~aor~.l coriditionsp 

the 6canady no mann Sys=~ Zilte:.s parciulan3j and radoactiac 
Lidial ia ~aror to ±C*- ila &MInAli,~ Ai.jCw- c~e avao 

3n3La zv=4 d can Ultzz~ (again it cano aslliaa-L av,;z/y4iig) 

== .air tro.m caa drywal.l and tnrio rualgraijucer supprwJ~aa 

aauye that oyrate 3, in the paat documan~ta it is not c.l.Sd 1iiathar 
or not the~y actually liava an in stack filteCLiiat needs ascorLaiaiingg 
alao w.nether thoy hava the Post Accident Sawaplirig Systao ia thei 
stack or if thecy got out of havingj that -(dij tlxey ?) - sirica tiaey 
Xep gattirag extensions on PASS.* Purthermocalif and when they do

Oato radioactively gas South Georgia with the stuff going out 
une hiilh ross trie eatire gasaous piping systemi could be iaao

sively degraded due to aging, pittiraglvocrosionotrom radioactiva 
decay hieat/steam1 etc. anid its anyones guess waat trio conseuences 
could be *yet for some reanon it does3 not appoar tnat is not going 
to so coasidaradp arid it should all be examiriedpetc.  

OR~C batter und~erstand thait radioa~~tivaly gassing South Geoogia 
in8Va opin lai th-ar is contifluaifl to allow the opearat~ion 

of hia dianzteŽ waitingj to happon NIRC3 own s taff Said WA9 in 

Atoic2nzjtCoo~ion, said iJn his forzwad to "Aldw - M 

will Also naeto onid wha t-.>doaoL ths no hndraw~ auslaair
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3AiF'IC RCVIZ~;j itgQUIazaJ BY LAd - arounid the~ United States*" 
And zurtnee 

"* -'rwa a ao Joint Coma~ituo (Congres3ional Joint Commdtea) oa Atomtc anaegy doing as t~a Atomic Enorgy Comwission and theo Nucl~aa Ragulatory ComaiasisjorI dia data about potentlal nuaolar plant hazaxda ? And wh~at hias the White House boon doing - excapt looking t~a atbar way - as o~fic±ial bodiaoe, suc-h as the President's CO~i33ion on aZreo Z41Ja Island Accient, wiarnod of theo grosso taisaagornsnt that =as occurred ill tho Co.o=romjral nuclear power program ?" 

("Maeltdown - the soez'ot papor13 of the Atomico Energy Coaxissiong" 1936 by Daniel Fordt formr axeoutive Director of tho Union of Cocarned sciantia"Se is basad on tons ok thouaands of pagaa of Us .. C intargail docuzi-at hQ aquired uarincj the Fracdoim of Information Act and~ Ford ba~an his Avsarl in 1971 according to Fo~rd.) 

~x'~ :Zlow i.Lia ai iiaj' Jvc ± tnat, it wa* found Out. that in many turvixua aituda.ionaj t~or nucluar power plants, one was orin tad rota~tag tovjards the roactor, th1e othar away, it tho 
turbian~ z~f snppd, the ona., orientedi tovardio the reoac-tor woulda -o 3;:C1Ling towards it. 'ilMe is the case at Plant Matolip Pliant kFarloy a) at 2 I n,6 Vog-Xa built AZ-TER tidis iszua w'as Xflow andi it still w,ý al.Lo'aur. Degradation ot liatcn's turbine znalft (or oladas) 
clua to -a,ýint etc. is a very roaI. pos3ibility, an~d 4-f this ia not included ink ths raviow (Z muay have 21533d its but I couJ.dn"'t 'Und it) taore staould be a ipula to includa it as well as anythin~j aloe left outl.* Via cons-aquonce of -a huigo curzdne rotatina' on the lwosiý wouiL! be ho&rrible', rn'a anvironmnental (and waan) d~atjaac would be Pof ound.  

Ls#bct mnost i~aqo~rrant, onA tbij imap Altaxa~la School. -41 riar Hatc:n.  Child-re t -it their disval~oin~in bo-JI-1b3tjsbrain, rL,?r-uctiva Or~jan3 etc. ara aiore vulnarabla t~a!1 adult Mallea to t-,, ind -I-ca-1 id biologi.cal consequences of radiati-.n exposure, ?or tho school ciii2.dran to ba subjected to br.-athing in this radioactiva noble oasas amittad uptni road is a disgrace.1)In avant, of a .~ld~nipoinarerlease 
catastrophic ac'cident thoso childron may woll die of ra-:Uatioin sicknaos or ba dam~aged for lifewith shortaned iifespn3 and muyriad holllth prbO1--e~z aucth an avent can happen s5o quickly with roaictors of th.Hatcii typo# accordJing to XUREiG-1079* sand they hava no containmnent D6.=~ Over tha roactort fas ovarcuation would bo impoazibla. 3) First respondor' are local. Appling County ~Eargency Rescue and the local fira dep~t, are totally il1-equipp-od to doal jit~h ouclh an emercjancy and ova-cuatioa aad it L3 otraqOU3 to expaht to. 4) th- rocant 1iOC iz ani oa-mnl of the ~Jpalninng of whatl could occur as dcugvontad in .L1ha AtT riolort 41~ should srva *aa a warning., 5) Tiio July 20th 1999 NRC spcial e: 1n.4tction aeport- con~iuctodL Juna 16 to jun-. 25t.A, 1999 1-i Zfurthar 

tlcoa~itle to tha IRCIC syst-ia had na.t cevaa oparatý 
en.,ý th~ CI ~ ~ uk3~)l±~ to Ltail ancar .
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the Lflfldran andi aurudn pC)puiticva via Cao £)v ZV1bypa~s1.iq thea "JGTO, trying to avoid ovfrstzia± atote 9ataotic, iaadaquate Uxiaciag ior= of sc-called conLainsuoat trying to avoid early *zaltdown in a) outrageous o) doesu't s'Avo tiz ~aoltdown dro5e0 .7) ascausa NCaowvn siati wanted to ban Pnassure JUtpCQU'Sio: "Contaansonta"l l~ike at Uacch I plus said tnera was a 90% probability Kt caat containMMoa failing, and 8) because neither Southsrn, Gaoxgia ?owor, Gid, tW WRC can prove beyond a shadow of a doubt that an accident result±ag in iiK.Utcoin and/or ioajoc radioactiv;, release to tha air and/Or wAter will not happeai at tza agcid dumpn of a roactor nor can tiY prove beyond a snaclo4 of doubt or oven reason~able doum tiiat ci~ldrez at the school* as well as Applicsg County and surrounding county cfhiljroa will not die or be doagtaqd dua to:~diaaao ospoaurol ,aad children in utoro likewise (no toattor how* low tooc couar xhg W oe and tno risk to thn childroen is simpl? two greatL to alo Cor tjie do) Oyaracican, 1 2diWAVOa S00AIT Td IS LUZ PAI P AS A ?OWAA4 .5J7US2' (UiJ±R JACTzON 2,205 OF 10 C7a Oh. 20 ?ORt £PUMAM~T KUnDOijt Of PLAUr1 iiAWZ UJlITj 1 and 11, Ado PUNEIi$T YlCEN2:~ 1AVOCAVtON, 23' BAW5z £ZX~jJ £zS ~AWIA" ?.AG;1A2 X4V ?ulJTS Jt. KOO=UNJ ZlI=U, Conaidarirrj Lno caiidrun whose3 iiW3 at) at riU~ and t:V3 ;ialti h dnijo an- tAo czaJaj, QUOlia A tniji 2.236 woui&' coa3tuc,3 NAWWWtAsAa' AID) :IMlti3NcE in parLicular in event of serious accident.  

Ccopy to : was2 £xacu~iw Zircsctcar, JS &LC, i041i:tn, W.C.  
(i.e. 2necutivto Zstrector for Qcatos0. 0 s aan.cnss 

d* Rica.~ dj~ntti souic ~ztr AAln A, l



Sro=- Pazela B1ockay-O' Brien TI WEIRN. CN k'-'zy•.

To: US NRC 
License Renewal Application Section 
Chief of Rules and Direcrives, 
Div. of Admanistrative Services, 

Mffice of Administratorsv4ailstop T-6, 
0-59t U4 aRCf 
Was3hingeo1 , D.C. 2OS5 i5 

Re: License Renewal Application by Southern Nuclear Operating Co.  
and others for Nuclear Plant Hatch I and II,Georgia.  
Additional supplemental statementand correction to my May 29th, 2000 supplement AGAINST the License Renewal, to be attached to and mada part of tha May 10th, May 29th statements and testimony 
and considered by NRC.  

1) Correction ; May 29ti Supplaxantal Testimony, the word "ALSO" was accidantly left out between the words "paragraph" and "as" on page seven, 16 linas from the page to, - I meant that NRC consider it as part of tAe License Renewal testimonies and ALSO as a 2.206. Furthar, tAe word "not" on page 5 ten lines up from the bottom, second word fcom tho right, should be left out and the word next to it, "is", changed to "it's" - so that it reads "does, not appear that it's going to be coied".." ." 

2) Additional supplemental statement : Another reaion site noteorology 
should be assassed as outlined in my May 10th testimony on page 2, if not oatter, and one years worth is as good as useless, is, for examaple, that in 1999 Savannah recieved 11 inches of rain in 12 hours in that area and went underwater and the system could easily have moved across the Hatch area under other circumstances, and it must 04 borne in aind that a region is considered to havv a 100 year flood whan 10 inches of rain falls in !24 hours - it does not mean 

it is a flood that only happens every 100 yaars.In 1984 tornadoes and high winds caused $14 million in damagas across an area including Toombs and Tatnall Counties next to Appling Co where Hatch is. In 1966 tornadoas struck south Georgia and one touched down in Baxley, Appling Co. injuring four and destroying five howes. In other counties that year' othears ware injurad in tornddoss. There are many other exampl-s of sarious weather,daaaging stors, etc. across South Georgia yaarafter year, including hurricanes crossing the area bringing drenching rains if one goes back even 50 years. Georgia is known for its volatile weather -ica storas can cause froezes almost to the coast on occassions (ice storas to the north) . Futhermore, updated earthquake data is now available for the South, including Georgia , and it must not be forgotten that tha Charlzton .arthquake caused chimneys to fall in Atlanta, snattraed windowa and knocked down a house there, and according to a 1996 news report, experts predict a 25% chance of a Charlston magnitude eartLzquak that wil~l hit SONEWN,, in tha east in 25 years. In its co•mmenta on the CaAC-2 reportt thn Subcowiittea on Oversight and 
lnvestigationj report to Congrn z, noted that "Peak" does not 
fl3003er1.y awan worst case rasuls bzaiusa the CRAC-2 model considero 
only one yas o oW daf-ta- and Woas not model precipitatio:a freequency beynda it nc of 30 milen from a reaworray not adequatcely chara cteriza thVa flaqucy1z of precipitation evonta and. this Waa aignificaint C2a



2.

as highest consequences from accidents are predicted to occur when a radioactive plume encounters rain over a densely populated area.  
Furthermore, that assuming fatal doses i.e. assumtions regarding 
fatal doses, may be subject to question as, they stated, tne model assumes that "supportive treatment" is available of special sterile 
proceedures, massive use of transfusions and antibiotics, and considerable medical attention , and that the Reactor Safety Study concluded tQat such a level of attention would be available to only 2,500 to 5,000 people EVEN IF THE TOTALITY 'F SUCH RESOURCES IN THE 
MNTIRE U.s. WERE USEo.  

I would add to that, that the level of knowledge required to treat patients suffering radiation exposure in most hospitals here and abroad is sorely lacking. One of the best hospitals in the world for this being in Japan (as a result of the nuclear destruction of Hiros.ima and Jagasaki.) The psychological trauxa of medical staff 
faced witA trying to deal with persons dying from radiation exposure of the worst type - with the blood pouring from every orifice An the body as the body literally "melts down" because the molecular internal structure of living cells is breaking down (or, to quote the essentially government funded (including DOE etc) National Research 
Ciuncil of the national Academy of Sciences Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiations Report No. 5, on effects of low level radiation (which left much to be desired although the nuclear club 4ated it) "Ionizing radiation is energetic enough to displace atomic electrons and thus break the bonds that hold a molecule together."-that sort of trauma could lead to staff meant to be helping, unable to. How many lead lined coffins does Georgia possess in which to bury radioactive 
remains ? Southern should answer that. The attempts of international bodies including the notorious International Atomic Energy Agency ant the awful International Commission on Radiological Protection (who do not recognize direct medical experience with Atomic Bomb victims, Chernobyl or other radiation victims as being relevant according to the Permanent People's Tribunal Session on Chernobyl,Vienaa, 1996) 
to cover up the true effects of Chernobyl is relevant in connection with attempts to project effects of major nuclear accidentsbecause 
people labor under the delusion few died, and accidents elsewhere may be similar. Chernobyl only lost between 4 % and 10% (estimates differ) of its radioactive core inventory. Tnera was no full meltdown - in part due to the heroic efforts of the workers -'800,000 of them drafted 
to assist In emergency response, thousands of whom are now dead.  The Russian so-called "Secret Protocols",serious scientists from across Eastern Europe and others, come up with more than 25,000 killed immediately in the coursa of the disaster. A RUssian nuclear physicist 
from Kiev stated in the year following Chernobyl,,over 20,000 pregnancies have been aborted due to tee Chernobyl catastrophe only in Kiev".  
When the amount of hospitalized passed 10,000 during the catastrophe, it was solved by increasing the levels of "accepted" radiation levels to people by fifty, i.e. wore automatically healthy and dischargeable, 
so they presumably died at home - or somewhere. A few days after the ministry of Health Care put out the edictthe number of hospitalized 
(incoming) decreased, and the discharges increased. An Excerpt of the Protocol of May 12tn, •86 states :" It is reported by Mr. Schtepin that in tha course of tha last day 2,703 more persons have been hospitalized 
generally in Byelorussia,678 presons discharged from hospitals,10198 
persona are undergoing treatment and medical examinations in hospitals".  in parlijaentary hearing in the Supreme Council in 1990, it was adQit
taa tha 1 .6 million children reciaved "irradiation doa'a that are worryingu••' and if they lowered the dote limits (back down) relowation
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oCt"1.6 iAtjjiicjn pztoflc would hiwo to be considerod.* (i.e. off what iz ret~llg Co .. a~adinated laatd) , Tht researchl in whut usad 
to) 4;aA trsaiz;Cikr J;ovt-ztt Un-1io on Cho.aabyl Ls &l~inin, the rssults 
are~ norr-wkVuv. Zoo ljaZ i;; the coataritznition, that, one proposal 

Ca t rai;c& t"30 p';rT11,4zýbai lav 1etS of flu&aar contaiainlation in sail~op*c~~ i~~t areaztcelocaeo the population on 
t- tltiat' Ltnhm, adM relac. con".-Aatam-ton zt~aadlacia In food and 
Wi1ter, Ac-Cor'4tq t thek U12-io 'Vr±bun:4l essiaOn Oil Cha4rno.,y1, coaogrijod of oxmrets3 fcoa- all ovar the -wrl3 &an 
adc033s -",ussia,# th-ay iaay lavQa gat tbo ide;1a Zroia a new policy o9 the nota:rizu,- ICaVl stating at tar a ncclo04C taw-cidj4mt the principla of 
aq~lying AtAsRA (a &orriblj policy in itnilt eatckh stateS t-at 
radiatbon dozej A-to. snouid only ba 4Cayt~as low aa reasonably 
acanievatfls" sla~ra) do-oanding an toclirio-logy, how much Money industry 
atc. wants to spend on it etc. whioh is how nuclear industry 
and plants operatc3 woridwida and has nothing to do much with health) 
aimp1y NO LONG2zR 21XIST7$, that it cequiroJa rtsk/baerfit studies to juatily ovacuaaion, restricted land Uas or Coaz31k-ption of food and Sta'lAr cr14*zak-Ul a~tttudes. is Oloj viat people canz look 
tomrwad to ilt flatcah o.- any othar plant blows 7 Will people be told to eat thoir radio-Actively Contnllinatod food While Watching 
tnend: chidIr-n dio of cancer or thgiir 4~vcs -aborting and told to 

s at j an"-; be thamkful bacaust3 ICkk? and 142~A has decaidad so ? 
A4d btialcej.. NtC 13 aqjrooiikýb to nsw qon1ararionroi1 nuclear powor 
pldants w indusir; can ooatinua to gtao3rat-a nuclear wlato and 
creaca tilatr balcivad plutoniaa-uraraium- economy voridvids 
Ia thtis iwny joutnecm put tlis sav-sra accidont doliar figuras solo 
In th'Ni iatergzsts of puttti~ blic floalcnh and the aavironieeat, 
flRC imist, Paa4 a Aul* tortiddinti tUd0 f404= happening, -(if a plant 
near Ws~flngton blows mCR w-ill be glad it didi.) 
It io also unclear wherac:- $outharn tooK. into consideration the Colleqi0s th'-at 0041ld býN in- tho wtndpath of 2t njuclear jrelease from 
Mntc2, such as in statasboro, or tV12 huge Army base et Fort Stevart
t~a militazy wouald be about as ploascd au a disturbed rattlosnako 
it bourla~rnjk-aorzJia Power radioactively gassed its troops - who 
AflQ#S1 tAOxy ai,±qh-t even consider returning the tfavor andip out 
noctlh C'aoz*ia in the.I procos.o5 
You Cnow, Mlutually Anaured Destructionf that old standby.  
4aetter shutdown fa Uatc'j batoz-si that hppna

tA4JJI�t �I1oc�aj-ciirten.



A104~: Paiaela Blocicey-O'Brien(~ ~q.T 

TO: us0iLi 

LJ vLnis ot KaGniaistrati ie 3ŽCvicna 
Mina of hsaoalo?-, 

UnsiaqLan DC 20555 Jana Oar 2500 

Re: Lijcansa aenaaaj Applicatcion oy Loutarn N.uciear aq~aiay co and others for Nuclearc Plant watci~ I and~ III Gaorgia.  
Ext ra AWITION'AL supplement~al s ta to.ent aa toestimiony to attacned to anca made part of my M~ay 10tai, ±4ay W~ta, an& June 4ta *3 -jtawa *an tatiwony and conideraa wy"W 

L~ast wTeakafl(. onl T.'. fis:2erwa~n wao fi~sh Wt~e A1±t awaa dadC. coasen araa, wno were complaniaing About thj. atate of ?art of Wilir catc~ W±.LL UP~ WJ O±RAL.J, LWAVID CaAI AdiD U0*2RATED SOR42 CL)Vr2Lt ?LLii protesting~ .Alta.nana dollution. Wla~ Ltieta are undoubtaujj othaz sourcas oi pollution mo~re easy to control, aa N'RC welliaos efiacts or racdioactiva contawiaiatioa from ionizing rdi~atioa iawluda doeromnec off spring', 4utations, reducad fertility? cancer a~sa mnassive suppressiora of caie iwmune system~ rsponse maKiil; vulazzability to other d~ise-ases and ilinass iacresa, spontaneous aoortioa,Karility', abnormaal larvae (in tisn) ,mutatioas in insects? skin buzas from "hot" particles, and on and on. Over tha years tae iollowing rad~ioactive coinrazjnants ilave bjeen iouacd in sedinant whici tl-a app)licant itself does otio rule out cana froma iatca ;oz ad~nits L, doinc: 

ruled our),Oe-144 (not ruled out),Cs-134 (not. rulad out), Cs-l37(fudges the issua) au-10j (does not rule out,Zr-95 (does not rula out) h~ere are s=n surfacs watar samplas collacted Sy Caroia Power Co and on2 oa morgia OLP. aftar tWe radioactcive agent~ fuel pool spill at a location xnown an~ Deans L~anding : Tr1.it~ium 103,000 pCi/l, ,OC0QpCi/1 110,000 pCi/l, 77,000 pCi/i - all b~y GPC, 203,000 pCi/l (J?).  
ca-6i 14i !Qi/1 GPCI 16j~u yci L WD 

Cs-134 2200 p=i/10 420 ?C01i GPO. 2,100 pCi/I wo?.  CS-137 3,403 pCi.11 50pIr 55OpCi/l GZPC. 3000 rX~i/L~ W 
RIUVEAS TRN2R S3:WIAEN DO0W3TRE~AM1 
So~ia sadioezit sampaiuo takan by GPC M1ONTHS aftec the spant Hual pal rel~ease an? des igatad~b W . as "From~ Planlt Hatchi Spent F'uel Pool 
rlaa~se" ; isc~urias ?e.r dry kilogramn-pCi/k.q 

Coba;lt 33 35f030 ~2i/tj (tairty five thouand ) Deans Landingi 
290 poi/o E'stuary an UiS 17 Darian (at Ccast) 

Zn-62 12,500 pCi/ikj , down at tines~tuary it waŽz 170 pCi/k;4 
Cz-134 :36,00 0 pc/q- then down at estuazy 2200 pCi/kg Co-137 67 000 pci/ky thwao down at the-estuary 4,700 9p2i/rk~ UP-54 300 dkg wI at estuary 61 pl/y 

could hava been Mora axta3nivej aa that~ Lj only what got publinaed.  
It is interesting that. oa the Casius~-137 icomn Hatch ia sudsimet, In ona W~ their anya~l i~prt.s tiv.y fudge tha isGU3, .out ths Zoo Sys in on of Tozjr r.a)oat. it cam fromn Eau and in anmt~tr tnat is mo3re recen-t tnat it waey or wiay not: hava co rooi HatC4 ~



oua to t;ia ai.aoat incastuous raiAtionahipa wiacti axist down hero 
Waan it c0i;103 to nuclear isLý1103 - 30,90 of Waich I detailed to the 
At-oiziic and 11cen3inq ý3,:>,azdi Judqaa during tlia -matter of Lao 

-, 'An Tecn wawi ":*nar; r! ýie' ý)rý ag ', ore 
U 4. .1 

tz CiAMv, quantity 
t U.:.X in týiýZ '."nch Iv-ýaCZ-or S1,p-2rit iUai -,)ool OUL 0Z rloWnLown 

At_, ý144'16-2 and dovizt0W-qp tO ',10 ;IV-11-41 - (I MUSt 
'70r 

J.L) j i tMa "'ovo-a0c I aý;-,,ýa 

in t!'I.23 Apý)Iicant3 :3uLnizUr.sion tavu9n Tach 
alid t1rilea th..at ;Leorgia Power still aaoUa 006-ha 

obal.t. to r2l-_ t3%,sti, to dagZa;`-a ca-; though I did 
know th-at !-21TIC _R-_,jiOna1 -ýAaddr G$_iaillyj Want to Gumorgla Power* 
'A' jW"'Y'v 1Z VIS ctayin.g, maka iL iaiparative 
16-11alt- afiiiiiettad tastinq oadone 
On all and nav,3, aad by co.-A-panias 

21ýt.W` coatr3cts a- aucLýar industry ý;onLracts 
.OZ _taeiz Cousina'doga or CAt3 
T!Iat 'doulk."i 31i1-4i.,-1z41;,.:-J lika !),ea1:,n Ula F.arLrt Squad ('UC)1;) 00'41txact 
" A, r% ;. -_;t 4A -.. !. _z o, --mz% a3 -w!3, Aaý, ýA!C.. an-i etc. knd o-A4 courzia Law, -j Aý,t 1ý t,.,) crabp ý2.tc. aý-n-_J *_ vi - incluAng sturguan and 
Q1:,J__93 if P.J.35i"I'lup anu- ftog:,s, aquatic p-lanta atz.  
lleej to -,:ýa t,ý.-3tud,. AnA -h-33 tijSt:3 j j?!' I -Z -.,g 4.-.10 SC,,.Cl of thiElk 

tUS t d04ý 6 f. .1 

'go'-s --4jxi-jrj u-:i and 

oýjtý., saI-,-4rA-_;s uiltil ed ca-e short liv,-ý; conzamia
dacay vx:ýforc tal.ýt-JJvl and, 

f,ý)Uý-d if -3v-;ýrV4` iinc- iýa Zon tami aa t,ýId t6hAn WO aira 11Zz1___-Ar - :u-.ý 4 -7 -, , _8 li;ýizat arld- so 4- ý "I -1. a a t *1 .'a C, 0 U.-,l W -A t 0 r e d 
alrjady a.,iid oas 

'jj, j '240 JrtjLjj 
.1" AAZ t."!:2 Sý -A z 

Lnv-elz 11k.2 B)OO -_-4/1 far in witar a,ad 10 3ý0 -zi/'-g waL ia fish for 
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S TOI HA TCH 
R E L I CT E N S I N G I 

Dear Mr. Mueller: I am firmly opposed to the EPA granting National Environmental Policy Act 
certification of the Generic Environmental Impact Statement #4 regarding Southern Nuclear 

SOperating Company's request to relicense nuclear Plant Hatch. I urge that this aged, dangerous 
nuclear facility NOT BE RELICENSEDIll The public record has documented accidents, spills, 
equipment malfunctions and degradation, and radioactive contamination to the coast, fish and 
groundwater. Relicensing will-only worsea the contamination and further increase Hatch's 
mounting, high level radioactive waste Vroblem--so severe that waste is being stored on a 
cement storage slab near the banks of the Alanmaha River. I implore you to deny NEPA 
certification, in the interest of the people and environment of this region.  
My additional comments are: 

Name . A d.-ess/Zip Code 
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Mr. Heinz Mueller 
Chief, NEPA Compliance Branch 
U.S.EPA, Region IV 
61 Forsyth Street, SW 
Atlanta, GA 30303
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Dear Mr. Mueller: I am firmly oppose o the EPA granting National Environmental Policy Act 

ceitfication of the Generic Environmental Impact Statement #4 regarding Southern Nuclear 
Operating Company's request to relicense nuclear Plant Hatch. I urge that this aged, dangerous 
nuclear facility NOT BE RELICENSEDIII The public record has documented accidents, spills, 
equipment malfunctions and degradation, and radoactive contamination to the coast, fish and 
groundwater. Relicensing will only worsen the c.omination and further increase Hatch's 
mounting, high level radioactive waste problem-.so severe that waste is being stored on a 
cement storage slab near the banks of the Alta'rdha River. I implore you to deny NEPA 
certification, in the interest of the people and en*onment of this region.  
My additional comments are: 

00 
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SAVE SOUTH G 
BECOMING A N 
WASTELANDIJI ...........

Mr. Heinz Mueller 
SChief, NEPA Compliance Branch 

U.S.EPA, Region IV 
61 Forsyth Street, SW 
Atlanta, GA 30303 
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SS T O P H A T C H 
R E L I "C E N S I N G I 

Dear Mr. Mueller: I am firmly opposed to the EPA granting National Environmental Policy Act 
certification of the Generic Environmental Impact Statement #4 regarding Southern Nuclear 
Operating Company's request to relicense nuclear Plant Hatch. I urge that this aged, dangerous 
nuclear facility NOT BE RELICENSEDIII Thepublic record has documented accidents, spills, 
equipment malfunctions and degradation, and adioactive contamination to the coast, fish and 
groundwater. Relicensing will only worsen the contamination and further increase Hatch's 
mounting, high level radioactive waste protilam-so severe that waste is being stored on a 
cement storage slab near the banks of the•.bwmaha River. I implore you to deny NEPA 
certification, in the interest of the people and environment of this region.  
My additional comments are: 

Nme W TAddres, s/Zip Code "J •'- r " j~-r ' C,-i.4 ,,A ee• , 
Name Address/Zip Code 
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Mr. Heinz Mueller 
Chief, NEPA Compliance Branch 

U.S.EPA, Region IV 
61 Forsyth Street, SW 
Atlanta, GA 30303
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Dear Mr. Mueller: I am firmly opposedto the EPA granting National Environmental Policy Act 

certification of the Generic Environmental Impact Statement #4 regarding Southern Nuclear 

Operating Company's request to relicense nuclear Plant Hatch. I urge that this aged, dangerous 

nuclear facility NOT BE RELICENSEDIII The public record has documented accidents, spills, 

equipment malfunctions and degradation, and radioactive contamination to the coast, fish and 

groundwater. Relicensing will only worsen the contamination and further increase Hatch's 

mounting, high level radioactive waste problem-so severe that waste is being stored on a 

cement storage slab near the banks of the Altamaha River. I implore you to deny NEPA 

certification, in the interest of the people and environment of this region.  
My additional comments are:

�:s�gr Address/Zip Code u a q t?
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BECOMING A NUCLEAR 
WASTELAND!!! 

Mr. Heinz Mueller 
Chief, NEPA Compliance Branch 
U.S.EPA, Region IV 
61 Forsyth Street, SW 
Atlanta, GA 30303



Dear Mr. Mueller: I am firmly opposed to the EPA granting National Environmental Policy Act 
certification of the Generic Environmental Impact Statement #4 regarding Southern Nuclear 
Operating Company's request to relicense nuclear Plant Hatch. I urge that this aged, dangerous 
nuclear facility NOT BE RELICENSED!Il The public record has documented accidents, spills, 
equipment malfunctions and degradation, and tadioactive contamination to the coast, fish and 
groundwater. Relicensing will only worsen theiontamination and further increase Hatch's 
mounting, high level radioactive waste poliem-so severe that waste is being stored on a 
cement storage slab near the banks of the AkMiaha River. I implore you to deny NEPA 
certification, in the interest of the people and environment of this region.  
My additional comments are: 4 "o 

,R. CHARLES W. BEUN., 
Name Address/Zip Code 841 MERIWATM Da& 

SAVANftk 13411 UAQ
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SAVE SOUTH GEORGIA F 
BECOMING A NUCLEAR P " 
WASTELANDI!!

Mr. Heinz Mueller 
Chief, NEPA Compliance Branch 

U.S.EPA, Region IV 
61 Forsyth Street, SW 

Atlanta, GA 30303



iI.. S T Q.12 H A T C H 
RELIC ENSI N G I

Dear Mr. Mueller: I am firmly opposed to the EPA granting National Environmental Policy Act 
certification of the Generic Environmental Impact Statement #4 regarding Southern Nuclear 
Operating Company's request to relicense nuclear Plant Hatch. I urge that this aged, dangerous 
nuclear facility NOT BE RELICENSEDIII The public record has documented accidents, spills, 
equipment malfunctions and degradation, and radioactive contamination to the coast, fish and 
groundwater. Relicensing will only worsen the contamination and further increase Hatch's 
mounting, high level radioactive waste problem-so severe that waste is being stored on a 
cement storage slab near the banks of the Aitarnaha River. I implore you to deny NEPA 
certification, in the interest of the people and environment of this region.  
My additional comments are:

Name &11-117-/G aitwAdes/ipCdAddress/Zip Code



SAVE SOUTH GEORGIA(7 , G, BECOMING A NUCLEA r•/" 'PM L•• '/.•-----.  

WASTELAND!! 

Mr. Heinz Mueller 
Chief, NEPA Compliance Branch 
U.S.EPA, Region IV 
61 Forsyth Street, SW 
Atlanta, GA 30303
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SS T O P H A T C H 7" RELICENSINGI 

Dear Mr. Mueller: I am firmly opposed to the EPA granting National Environmental Policy Act 
certification of the Generic Environmental Impact Statement #4 regarding Southern Nuclear 
Operating Company's request to relicense nuclear Plant Hatch. I urge that this aged, dangerous 
nuclear facility NOT BE RELICENSEDIII The public record has documented accidents, spills, 
equipment malfunctions and degradation, and radioactive contamination to the coast, fish and 
groundwater. Relicensing will only worsen the contamination and further increase Hatch's 
mounting, high level radioactive waste problem-so severe that waste is being stored on a 
cement storage slab near the banks of the Altamaha River. I implore you to deny NEPA 
certification, in the interest of the people and environment of this region.  
Myadditionalcommentsare: _T Qm Aaf lo etIt 'PQOSed o ,ikce
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Chief, NEPA Compliance Branch 
U.S.EPA, Region IV 
61 Forsyth Street, SW 
Atlanta, GA 30303
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S TO0P H AT CH 
R EL I C E N S N G I 

Dear Mr. Mueller: I am firriýy opposed to the EPA granting National Environmental Policy Act 

certification of the Generic Environmental Impa.t $oJnent #4 regarding Southern Nuclear 

Operating Company's request to relicense nuclear Plant Hatch. I urge that this aged, dangerous 

nuclear facility'NOT BE RELICENSEDI!! The public record has documented accidents, spills, 

equipment malfunctions and degradation,md radioactive contamination to the coast, fish and 

groundwater. Relicensing will only worsuAhe contamination and further increase Hatch's 

mounting, high level radioactive waste piblem-.so severe that waste is being stored on a 

cement storage slab near the banks of the Altarmha River. I implore you to deny NEPA 

certification, in the interest of the people and environment of this region.  
Uilmddtimal comments are: • , • . et. A• .  

Paul Glenn, C.M.M. 7 L -A I-W , 

P.O. Box 899 07C O 
0 O;.4 Darien, GA 31305 Address/Zip Code +1
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BECOMING A NUCLEAR 
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Mr. Heinz Mueller 
Chief, NEPA Compliance Branch 
U.S.EPA, Region IV 
61 Forsyth Street, SW 
Atlanta, GA 30303
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R IFC E N S N G I 

Dear Mr. Mueller: I am firmly opposed to the EPA granting National Environmental Policy Act 

certification of the Generic Environmental Impact Statement #4 regarding Southern Nuclear 
Operating Company's request to relicense nuclear Plant Hatch. I urge that this aged, dangerous 
nuclear facility NOT BE RELICENSEDIII The public record has documented accidents, spills, 
equipment malfunctions and degradation, and radioactive contamination to the coast, fish and 
groundwater. Relicensing will only worsen the contamination and further increase Hatch's 

mounting, high level radioactive waste -so severe that waste is being stored on a 
cement storage slab near the banks of thekApmaha River. I implore you to deny NEPA 

certification, in the interest of the people and environment of this region.  
My additional comments are: • -, 

Peter J. Paluch Sa Judy Hlley 
\Addes&730 Brookddge Dr NE 

Atlanta, GA 30306
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4 Peter J. Paluch 
Judy Holley 
730 Brookridge Dr NE 
Atlanta, GA 30306 

Mr. Heinz Mueller 

Chief, NEPA Compliance Branch 

U.S.EPA, Region IV 

61 Forsyth Street, SW 

Atlanta, GA 30303



S.tin Q .-- .Sa'vannah Office.: 
-.. Nloreiand Aulnuc. N! -. C;.ic i0 " 3025 Bull Street, Suite 101 
Atlanta. GA S) ",Savannah, GA 31405 4-65-5 -GA 10 0 -7 912-201-0354 (phone and fax) 

savannahc.cleanenergv.ws 

Mr. Heinz Mueller 
Chief, NEPA Compliance Branch 
U.S. EPA Region IV 
61 Forsyth Street; SW 
Atlanta, GA 30303 

December 5, 2000 

Dear Mr. Mueller: 

Per your request that I understand you made to Pamela Blockey-O'Brien during a recent phone 
conversation about the license renewal application and related proceedings concerning nuclear Plant 
Hatch near Baxley, Georgia, I am providing you with the following items: 

"* Georgians for Clean Energy (formerly Campaign for a Prosperous Georgia) comments on the 
Environmental Impact Statement for the License Renewal Application for Edwin I. Hatch Nuclear 
Reactors I and II, June 9, 2000 

"* Georgians for Clean Energy 2.206 Petition Filing regarding the Edwin I. Hatch Nuclear Plant, 
February 22, 2000 

" Altamaha Riverkeeper comments on the Environmental Impact Statement for the License Renewal 
Application for Edwin I. Hatch Nuclear Reactors I and II, June 9, 2000 

"* Union of Concerned Scientists 2.206 Petition Filing regarding the Edwin I. Hatch Nuclear Plant, 
May 3, 2000 

"* Website links for oral comments presented by concerned organizations and individuals at the 
proceedings of the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission Public Scoping Meetings in Vidalia, 
Georgia, May 10, 2000. We have never received paper copies of the proceedings: 

o afternoon session: titp "CR'".Crc.uo\ NRCREArOR: LiRHATCi-L/traniscrip tLhim 

Rita Kilpatrick, Deborah Sheppard, Pamela Blockey-O'Brien, Janisse Ray, Gary D.  
Drury 

o evening session: 
tupfi~c~' N Rt R r J .R,:4. TCT._1-iLiuira.cyI On 

Rita Kilpatrick, Pamela Blockey-O'Brien 

Georgians for Clean Energy, along with other organizations, including Union of Concerned Scientists, 
and citizens, have participated in everyway possible during these licensing proceedings to no avail. It 
appears that public concerns raised about plant re-licensing have been dismissed as irrelevant. I urge 
you to investigate the draft EIS with close scrutiny. Please feel to contact me if you have further 
questions or concerns, 912-201-0354.  

Sincerely, 

Sra Barczak 
Safe Energy Director



June 9. 2000 
sent via certified mail 

License Renewal Division 
Chief of Rules and Directives 
Div. of Administrative Services 
Office of Administrator 
Mail Stop T-6, D59 
U.S Nuclear Regulatory Commission 
Washington, D.C. 20555 

RE: Environmental Impact Statement for the License Renewal Application for Edwin I. Hatch 
Nuclear Reactors I and II by the Southern Nuclear Operating Company and others.  

COMMENTS OF CAMPAIGN FOR A PROSPEROUS GEORGIA 

The following comments are filed by Campaign for a Prosperous Georgia (CPG) as part of the 
Environmental Impact Statement process for the License Renewal Application for Edwin I. Hatch 
Nuclear Reactors I and II by the Southern Nuclear Operating Company and others. The 
comments herein are a supplement to oral comments made by Rita Kilpatrick, May 10, 2000, 
before the NRC in Vidalia, Georgia.  

CPG is a non-profit conservation and energy consumer organization headquartered in Atlanta 
with a field office located in Savannah. We are a statewide organization with members 
throughout Georgia and have focused on energy and nuclear concerns for 17 years.  

Area of Vital Ecological Significance 

The area where the Hatch nuclear plant is located in Appling County along the banks of the 
Altamaha River is an area of vital ecological significance to Georgia and the region. The 
livelihood of hundreds of thousands of people depends on this river and billions of dollars of 
resources from fisheries, agriculture, tourism, and other coastal activities are at stake here.  

Earthquake Zone 

One major concern is that Plant Hatch is located in an earthquake zone that threatens the public 
and the surrounding environment. On Jan. 18, 2000 there was an earthquake with a magnitude of 
2.5-4 with the epicenter at Lake Sinclair. According to specialists at the Georgia Institute of 
Technology, there was no fault but rather a zone of weakness and these shifts occur regularly 
every 2-4 years. These shifts, in addition to the Charleston earthquake zone, would further 
threaten the operational integrity of the plant.



Vulnerability to Hurricanes and Wildfires

A major concern is that every decade in the 50"s, 60">. 70' arD LI',. hurricane has crossed 
South Georgia. The NRC report "Effects of Hurricane Andrew on Vwta,!ýy Point Nuclear 
Generating Station (August 20-30, 1992)" shows serious consequences. Also, the severe 
gridlock that has occurred during hurricane evacuations in Florida is comparable to the type of 
gridlock that would occur in the event of a catastrophic event surrounding Hatch.  

In addition, wildfires pose a threat to the area. At present, there is a wildfire that firefighters are 
trying to contain near Waycross in South Georgia. As recently occurred at the nuclear facility in 
Los Alamos, wildfire forced the town and workers to evacuate the area. A similar or worse 
occurrence at Hatch would force worker evacuation and threaten plant and public safety.  

Natural Deterioration of the Plant 

The plant is decayed and contaminated at present. This will worsen with time due to the 
deteriorating effects that radiation has on a nuclear plant. The Hatch reactors have a cracked core 
shroud, held together by steel braces which become brittle and corroded due to exposure to 
radiation. These have the potential to snap due to vibration leading to severe problems.  

Continuous serious problems at Hatch that included automatic shutdowns (6-15-99, 6-28-99 and 
1-26-00) are other examples of major problems, faulty equipment and aging machinery. The 
aging status of the plant and the lack of aging monitoring are of high concern to public safety.  

Added concerns, which CPG supports, are identified in a May 3, 2000 petition filed by the Union 
of Concerned Scientists regarding aging effects due to radiation, specifically the degradation of 
liquid and gaseous radwaste systems.  

Unacceptable Contamination of Air, Water, and Land 

There has already been unacceptable damage and risk to the immediate environment. Extending 
plant operations will worsen the situation.  

During the December 3-4, 1986 spill of 141,500 gallons of highly radioactive contaminated water 
from the spent fuel pool resulted in 44,000 gallons of that contaminated water released between 
the reactor buildings and contaminated on-site soils, equipment. asphalt, walls, turbine buildings, 
control building, hot machine shop, nitrogen storage area among other locations. This was in part 
due to leaking seals, lack of attention to documented problems. equipment failures, inadequate 
licensee action, and inoperable leak detection systems, all of which resulted in the highly 
contaminated water also contaminating the river, sediment, wetlands (swamp) and would have 
seeped into the groundwater adding to the existing groundwater contamination from numerous 
prior events. Prior events include the 1979 failure of a pump seal in the condenser tank system 
that contaminated the local aquifer or the release of radioactive RHR service water system 
containing Manganese 54, Cobalt 60, Zinc 65, and Xenon 135.



State documents from 1999 confirm that Hatch has contaminated sediments in the Altamaha 
River. Radioactive contamination of sediments attributed to operations of Hatch have extended 
as far as Jesup and Darien.  

Hatch is situated over a major regional limestone aquifer system of groundwater resources and the 
surrounding community relies on underground wells; therefore water quality and health are of top 
concern. One of the local aquifers near the plant is an unconfined Miocene/Pliocene aquifer 
(Hydrologic Atlas 18).  

A June 2, 1995 Inspection Report shows that leaking fuel caused increases in radioactivity in 
liquid effluent dumped into the Altamaha River in 1994 and increases in particulate forms of 
radioactivity as gaseous effluents released to the air, including Cobalt 58, Cobalt 60, Zinc 65, 
Cesium 134, Cesium 137.  

The absence of independent analysis on levels of radioactive contamination in the river and 
waterways is a high concern. Independent analysis is sorely needed. It should be noted that state 
analysis only involves cross-checking and cannot be considered independent analysis.  

The NRC Docket shows the site has become a radioactive dump inadequately held together; for 
example, the wall thinning and pitting of the piping systems is so bad (resulting from conditions 
such as but not limited to flow-assisted corrosion and microbiological corrosion and radioactive 
decay products) that the Southern Company has sought relief to use alternative repair techniques 
which would result in adding more metals around the pipes to restore wall thickness rather than 
replacing the pipes, requesting permission to use an ASME-approved code which has not been 
incorporated into NRC regulatory guide 1.147 and thus is not available for application at nuclear 
power plants as the Southern Company has stated in its third 10-year interval Request for Relief 
RR-25.  

Detailed inspection reports from 1999 alone showed multiple equipment failures that could have 
had serious consequences, including meltdown.  

The Hatch licensee dumped radioactive contaminated sludge on the land since 1982 without ever 
surveying the sludge until May 1992, which would have seeped into groundwater (Jan. 8, 1993 
Inspection Report). The State of Georgia was negligent as an agreement state in issuing National 
Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) permits for disposing of sludge, which did not 
address measurements for or content of radioactive material in the sludge.  

A practice existed for years of upending radioactive contaminated drums, so that the residue 
would drain onto the ground from the drums which held radioactive waste oil and water, 
contaminated the soil and an underground storage tank with Cobalt 60, Manganese 54, Zinc 65, 
and Cesium 137. Subsequently contaminated soil was removed, but it is unclear where it was 
taken. Although the contaminated underground storage tank was removed and stored on-site at 
Hatch, the groundwater and possibly workers would have been contaminated and this issue was 
never addressed (Special Report I-sp-80-3 Contaminated Soil at Waste Oil Storage Area).

I



The dam on Lake Sinclair owned by the Southern Company was completed in 1953. This is an 
old dam and would not have been built to current specifications of a modem dam. A severe 
earthquake could break the dam, which would release a massive amount of water. The effect of 
dam breakage particularly in times of major flooding on the Oconee, Ocmulgee and Altamaha 
rivers could have catastrophic consequences not only to Hatch but to the Independent Spent Fuel 
Storage Installation (ISFSI) for high-level radioactive waste currently constructed next to the 
Altamaha River.  

The NRC has revealed that the ISFSI casks will give off 125 millirems/hr on the side of the cask 
over pack and 85 millirems/hr on the top. This will stream to the environment and will further 
add to the radiological burden to people in the area and to the environment, including wildlife and 
migrating birds, at levels over and above already existing contamination and above daily releases 
of radioactive contamination to water and air, due to current plant operations.  

Goat farms and families with goats located in and around Appling County face added risks 
because tritium has a high transfer factor ( 17 times higher for goat milk than for cow milk), 
according to study done for the U.S. Department of Energy.  

Worker Contamination 

After years of operation the licensee has problems refueling without contaminating workers and 
the surrounding site; for example, Mar. 12, 1990 Inspection Report where the particulate airborne 
Cobalt releases were 5.2 times the already high maximum permissible concentration in air and 17 
individuals were contaminated (14 contaminated internally), the contamination events actually 
started in Aug. 1989 and continued until Jan. 1990 and the contamination of personnel, 
equipment, and fuel water was significant. Over the years the NRC has repeatedly put concerns in 
writing due to "the continuing radiological and contamination control deficiencies" yet the NRC 
has been ineffective in bringing corrective change.  

Historic Preservation and Ecologically Significant Sites in the Wind Paths and Surrounding Area 

The following, among other local historic and ecologically significant sites, would be lost forever 
in the event of a catastrophic accident: 

- J. Clayton Stephens Museum of Local History located in an adjacent county where local history 
is assembled; 

- The Little Ocmulgee State Park on the Little Ocmulgee River in McRae: 

- Horse Creek Wildlife Management Area in the Ocmulgee proper;
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- The Gordonia-Altamaha State Park at Reidsville;

- Altamaha River Bioreserve.  

Low-Income Population Impacts 

There is not adequate attention to issues surrounding economic justice and the long-term, 
negative economic implications of Plant Hatch on the community. The area is being contaminated 
to the extent that the location is made undesirable for future economic development. This will 
only worsen with extended plant operations.  

Unacceptable Fatalities and Injuries in the Event of Serious Accident 

If there were a meltdown, there would be an unacceptable number of immediate fatalities and 
peak early injuries due to radiation and additional unacceptable fatalities and injuries from an 
accident and meltdown in the radioactive spent fuel pool.  

Hatch's aging reactors, spent fuel pool and proposed ISFSI pose unacceptable risks to people, 
agriculture and fishing in the surrounding area. It would constitute malfeasance and negligence 
on the part of the NRC to re-license this plant and to allow the storage cask scheme to go 
forward.  

The licensee's analysis of severe accident mitigation alternatives is grossly deficient.  

The Brookhaven National Laboratory study done for the NRC in 1997 determined that spent fuel 
accidents with a full storage pool as exists at Hatch would cause 101 prompt fatalities within a 
500-mile distance, 138,000 latent fatalities and 2,170 square miles of land that could never be de
contaminated. According to other government documents, reactors of the Hatch GE Mark I type 
can begin to melt down in as little as 40 minutes due to known design deficiencies.  

The lack of a traditional containment dome at Hatch adds to public health and economic risks.  

Increased Liability for Local and State Governments 

The utility industry is undergoing dramatic change involving deregulation, plant sales, and 
company mergers that create an unstable and unsafe environment for nuclear plants and the 
surrounding communities. New companies that may purchase old facilities are often unaware of 
the historical record at nuclear plants. Southern Company, which operates the plant, is 
undergoing continual reorganization that heightens uncertainties. The company has encountered 
notable problems with risky investments in global expansion, as evident in reviewing the 
company's annual reports and filings with the U.S. Securities & Exchange Commission.
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As nuclear companies close down and walk away from radioactively contaminated areas in the 
future, the liability for clean-up will fall on local governments to deal with the contamination at 
the site and in the surrounding area. There is no mechanism for remediation or responsibility for 
dealing with high levels of contamination that will only escalate with continued plant operations in 
the future and the site could fall to a "third party," most likely the state or municipality.  
Generation of more waste including the proposed 5000 additional assemblies will exacerbate 
growing liability to local governments.  

Handling of Generic Industry Problems 

We have concern that the NRC frequently categorizes problems as generic industry problems.  
We request that the NRC treat all problems and areas of concern raised about Plant Hatch in this 
re-licensing proceeding and others as "site specific problems," not generic industry problems.  

Inadequate Analysis of Alternatives 

The applicant's analysis of alternatives is inadequate and does not consider a viable set of 
alternatives. Also, the extent of economic analysis done on the alternatives is unclear in the 
application. Some alternatives are clearly not in the public interest nor the company's economic 
interest: (1) new coal, (2) new oil, and (3) new nuclear.  

The most recent long-range Integrated Resource Plan for Georgia Power Company, approved by 
the Georgia Public Service Commission, identifies ways that the company plans to secure power 
supplies in the long term based on future, projected demand. It should be noted that this PSC
approved plan assumes that Hatch reactors will retire according to Hatch's original license in 
2014 and 2018.  

The applicant has not properly assessed the following renewable energy options: 
(I) Wind power options: The applicant states that there are not adequate wind! land resources in 
Georgia, and that wind is not an option. Land use maps indicate that the northeast comer of 
Georgia has small but good sites. It is important to note that throughout the U.S., many good 
sites are not on any resource maps. When energy developers are asked to find a resource at a 
reasonable price they seem to find the wind resource. The applicant could also negotiate with 
other companies to wheel wind power tiom other states. Offshore is a growing resource.  

(2) Solar: The applicant states that solar is too expensive, and that Georgia does not possess 
adequate resources. The most cost effective photovoltaic (pv) applications are rooftop and 
building integrated where distribution and reliability issues are addressed. Rooftop pv and 
building integrated pv installations have no environmental impact.  

(3) Geothermal: Geothermal heat pumps are a viable option in Georgia, already under 
development, with potential to expand significantly.
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(4) Wood energy and biomass: The upgrade of inefficiency of current biomass plants should be 
considered. Also, agricultural waste, urban wood waste, and methane gas recovery from landfills 
should be considered.  

Renewable energy supplies in combination with energy efficiency and cleaner generation (fuel 
cells, cogeneration, micro turbines, high efficiency gas. bio-fuels. etc.) can make a major, low cost 
impact on the applicant's dirty and unsafe generation profile. The do-nothing approach presented 
in the application is inadequate. There is a clear need to ramp up renewables, efficiency and 
cleaner generation today if customers future needs are to be met.  

Similar to Americans nation-wide, Georgians are asking for clean air and clean water. The 
applicant parties can make this happen if they use economic leverage to support clean power.  
Regarding renewable energy programs, CPG urges that the Southern Company and its partners 
begin participation in the Center for Resource Solutions, a voluntary certification program that 
requires utility participants to follow specific guidelines that promote renewable resources. The 
goal of this program is to help regulated utilities offer programs to its customers to meet a high 
standard of public accountability. The Tennessee Valley Authority, which serves part of Georgia, 
launched a Green Power Switch program in April 2000 which give its customers the choice of 
paying a small premium to ensure that some of their electricity comes from non-polluting, 
renewable energy sources. We believe the applicant can significantly surpass TVA in "green 
power" development.  

Attached herein is an excerpt from the Integrated Resource Plan by Georgia Power Company, 
filed in the past at the Georgia Public Service Commission for consideration in the company's 
long-range planning. Several of these programs were never implemented. Although current 
policy at the Georgia PSC requires a "ratepayer impact measures" screening test for energy 
efficiency programs to be approved for rate-based customer service programs, the company has in 
the past and currently has the ability to develop programs that go beyond the screening test. The 
company has had ample opportunity to develop its own energy-efficient programs for customers 
outside of rate-based approved programs. Unfortunately, to date, such programs have been 
designed primarily to build customer electric load which encourage usage at times that bolster 
nuclear supplies. This load-building effort is detrimental and should be abandoned, along with the 
pursuit of extended operations at Hatch.  

Georgia is exporting power equivalent to that generated by I latch. No analysis was presented 
about the contract terms and the potential for retaining the power in the state.  

False Claims to be "Environmentally Clean" 

The bravado with which the nuclear industry touts that nuclear po)wcr is "environmentally clean," 
including during the public hearings on Hatch re-licensing, requires 1hat the record be set straight
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about complaints raised to date. In 1998, the federal Beuer Buisinff-ss B3,,;eau ruled that 
advertisements placed by the Nuclear Energy Institute on behalf,.-4fthe -Jiaclear industry were 
misleading and that the industry should "discontinue" its "'inaccurate` statements. Last year, the 
Federal Trade Commission also agreed that the industry "failed to sutk.antiate its general 
environmental benefit claims." Attached herein is the Fedcral Trade Commission's finding.  

Conclusion 

Building a satE. affordable and efficient energy supply that provides safe jobs to the area is a top 
priority.  

In closing, we request the following: 

- rejection of the licensee's application to extend Hatch's operating life; 
- clean-up of the contaminated areas; 
- pumping of the radioactively contaminated groundwater; 
- retrieval of all particulate radiation, in particular Cobalt 60 in sediment, sub-surface 

soil, groundwater, and river water both on site and in the Altamaha River and in 
any adjacent creeks, tributaries, wetlands, and swamps within and without the 
licensee's protected area; 

- decontamination of all equipment, material and buildings on-site; 
- adequate compensation of contaminated workers and any of the general public 

who may have been affected or whose well water may have been affected; 
- and irreversible revocation of the plant license; 
- a halt of the proposed Independent Spent Fuel Storage Installation.  

Respect fully submitted, 

Rita Kilpatrick 
Executive Director
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February 22, 2000 

via facsimile 301-415-1759 & 
301-415-1222 

Director' 
C A M P A I G N Nuclear Regulatory Commission 

FOR A U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission 
PROSPEROUS Washington, DC 20555 

GEORGIA 

RE: 2.206 Petition 

Dear Director: 

We are hereby submitting a petition under Section 2.206 of 10 C.F.R.  

regarding the Edwin I. Hatch nuclear power plant located near Baxley, 
Georgia in Appling County along the banks of the Altamaha River, an area 

of vital ecological significance upon which the livelihood of hundreds of 

thousands of people depend.  

This petition is asking for shutdown of the facility, clean-up of the 
contaminated areas, pumping of the radioactively contaminated 
groundwater, retrieval of all particulate radiation, in particular Cobalt 60 

in sediment, sub-surface soil, groundwater, and river water both on site 

and in the Altamaha River and in any adjacent creeks, tributaries, 
wetlands, and swamps within and without the licensee's protected area, 

decontamination of all equipment, material and buildings on-site, adequate 

compensation of contaminated workers, and any of the general public who 

may have been affected or whose wellwater may have been affected, and 

irreversible revocation of the plant license. Furthermore, the proposed 

Independent Spent Fuel Storage Installation should be halted for reasons 

which will be eriumerated below.  

The bases for this request are as follows: 

Poor Personnel Practices 

(a) Since the operation of Plant Hatch and its neighbor Plant Vogtle by 

persons under the influence of cocaine, marijuana, or alcohol in the 1990's 

is appalling (Inspection Report 50-321/94-23, 50-366/94-23); 

Poor Facility Conditions, Maintenance, and Management 

(b) Since the facility is decrepit, decayed and contaminated;
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Petition 2.206 (cont.)

(c) Since start-up (see reports Nov. 1, 1974 and Feb. 1, 1977). Hatch has had problems 
with exceeding the technical specifications and lost pieces in the reactor and left them 
there (Dec. 15, 1975 Georgia Power to NRC); 

(d) Since, at start-up, Hatch personnel failed to document test steps and failed to calibrate 
radiation detectors and since there have been vibration problems (Sept. 19, 1975) and it is 
unclear if the vibration problems were ever fixed; 

(e) Since Hatch was exempted from reporting on the status of the facility 9 months after 
criticality (March 23, 1979); 

(f) Since the cracked core shroud (held together by steel braces) becomes brittle and 
corroded due to radiation exposure and could snap due to vibration leading to a disaster; 

(g) Since a reactor vessel feedwater nozzle inside radius and bore cracking (1974-1980) 
exacerbates the situation; 

(h) Since the Oct. 3, 1994 Inspection Report shows that the Southern Nuclear Company 
had ignored recommendations concerning looking for weld defects on the core shroud and 
even reduced inspection criteria; Since NRC inspectors only looked at videotapes of 
visual examinations of the reactor core shroud which is unacceptable as is the performance 
of General Electric examiners who wrongly positioned the scanning fixture on the core 
shroud wells (further problems are detailed in inspection conducted Mar. 25 - Apr. 1 
1994); 

(i) Since the continuous serious problems at Hatch which included two automatic reactor 
shutdowns (6-15-99, 6-28-99 and 1-26-00) are other examples of major problems, faulty 
equipment and aging machinery at Hatch: 

Unacceptable Damage and Risk to the Immediate Environment 

(j) Since during the December 3-4, 1986 spill of 141,500 gallons of highly radioactive 
contaminated water from the spent fuel pool resulted in 44,000 gallons of that 
contaminated water released between the reactor buildings and contaminated on-site soils, 
equipment, asphalt, walls, turbine buildings, control building, hot machine shop, nitrogen 
storage area among other locations, in part due to leaking seals, lack of attention to 
documented problems, equipment failures, inadequate licensee action, and inoperable leak 
detection systems, all of which resulted in the highly contaminated water also 
contaminating the river, sediment, wetlands (swamp) and would have seeped into the 
groundwater massively adding to the existing groundwater contamination from numerous 
prior events, such as the 1979 failure of a pump seal in the condenser tank system which



Petition 2.206 (cont.)

contaminated the local aquifer or the release of radioactive RHR service water system 
containing Manganese 54, Cobalt 60, Zinc 65, and Xenon 135; 

(k) Since Hatch is situated over a major regional limestone aquifer system of groundwater 
resources and the surrounding community relies on underground wells and since one of 
the local aquifers near the plant is an unconfined miocene/pliocene aquifer (Hydrologic 
Atlas 18); 

(1) Since the June 2, 1995 Inspection Report shows that leaking fuel caused increases in 
radioactivity in liquid effluent dumped into the Altamaha River in 1994 and increases in 
particulate forms of radioactivity as gaseous effluents released to the air, including Cobalt 
58, Cobalt 60, Zinc 65, Cesium 134, Cesium 137; 

(m) Since, the Docket shows the site has become a radioactive dump inadequately held 
together; for example, the wall thinning and pitting of the piping systems is so bad 
(resulting from conditions such as but not limited to flow-assisted corrosion and 
microbiological corrosion and radioactive decay products) that the Southern Company is 
seeking relief to use alternative repair techniques which would result in adding more 
metals around the pipes to restore wall thickness rather than replacing the pipes, 
requesting permission to use an ASME-approved code which has not been incorporated 
into NRC regulatory guide 1.147 and thus is not available for application at nuclear power 
plants as the Southern Company has stated in its third 10-year interval Request for Relief 
RR-25; 

(n) Since after years of operation the licensee has problems refueling without 
contaminating workers and the surrounding site; for example, Mar. 12, 1990 Inspection 
Report where the particulate airborne Cobalt releases were 5.2 times the already high 
maximum permissible concentration in air and 17 individuals were contaminated (14 
contaminated internally), the contamination events actually started in Aug. 1989 and 
continued until Jan. 1990 and the contamination of personnel, equipment, and fuel water 
was significant, and over the years the NRC has repeatedly put concerns in writing due to 
"the continuing radiological and contamination control deficiencies" yet the NRC has been 
ineffective in bringing corrective change; 

(o) Since the Hatch licensee dumped radioactive contaminated sludge on the land since 
1992 without ever surveying the sludge until May 1992 which would have seeped into 
groundwater (Jan. 8, 1993 Inspection Report) and the State of Georgia was negligent as 
an agreement state in issuing National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) 
permits for disposing of sludge which did not address measurements for or content of 
radioactive material in the sludge;
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Petition 2.206 (cont.)

(p) Since the practice that existed for years of upending radioactive contaminated drums, 
so that the residue would drain onto the ground from the drums which held radioactive 
waste oil and water, contaminated the soil and an underground storage tank with Cobalt 
60, Manganese 54, Zinc 65, and Cesium 137; Since subsequently contaminated soil was 
removed, it is unclear where it was taken to, and although the contaminated underground 
storage tank was removed and stored on-site at Hatch, the groundwater and possibly 
workers would have been contaminated and this issue was never addressed (Special 
Report I-sp-80-3 Contaminated Soil at Waste Oil Storage Area); 

(q) Since Hatch is situated in an earthquake zone and on Jan. 18, 2000 there was an 
earthquake with a magnitude of 2.5-4 with the epicenter at Lake Sinclair and according to 
specialists at Georgia Tech, there was no fault but rather a zone of weakness and these 
shifts occur regularly every 2-4 years which, in addition to the Charleston earthquake 
zone, would further threaten the operational integrity of the plant; 

(r) Since the dam on Lake Sinclair is owned by the Southern Company and Lake Sinclair 
in pounds contains 15,330 acres of water (extending into 3 counties) and construction 
began in 1929, stopped during the depression, re-started and then stopped during WWII, 
and was only completed in 1953, it is therefore obvious that this is an old dam and is not 
being built to current specifications of a modem dam. Since a severe earthquake could 
break the dam which would release a massive amount of water, the effect of dam breakage 
in particular in times of major flooding in the Oconee, Ocmulgee and Altamaha rivers 
could have catastrophic consequences not only to Hatch but to the Independent Spent 
Fuel Storage Installation (ISFSI) for high-level radioactive waste currently constructed 
next to the Altamaha River; 

(s) Since the NRC's conversation Feb. 1, 2000 with Pamela Blockey O'Brien revealed 
that the ISFSI casks will give off 125 millirems/hr on the side of the cask overpack and 85 
millirems/hr on the top which will stream to the environment and will further add to the 
radiological burden to people and the environment, wildlife and migrating birds at levels 
over and above already existing contamination and above daily releases of radioactive 
contamination to water and air due to current plant operations; 

(t) Since radioactive contamination of sediments attributed to operations of Hatch have 
extended to Jesup and Darien; 

(u) Since were there to be a meltdown there would be an unacceptable number of 
immediate fatalities and peak early injuries due to radiation and additional unacceptable 
fatalities and injuries from an accident and meltdown in the radioactive spent fuel pool;
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Petition 2.206 (cont.)

We therefore pray and demand that this petition be granted because Hatch's aging 
reactors, spent fuel pool and proposed ISFSI pose unacceptable risk to people and 
agriculture and fishing in the surrounding area. We believe it would constitute 
malfeasance and negligence on the part of the NRC to deny this petition.  

Had we been aware that our letter of February 3, 2000 would be taken up by the NRC 
Petition Review Board as a petition-initiating process, we would have accompanied it with 
this letter. We reserve the right to supplement the above materials as we deem necessary.  

Sincerely, 

Rita Kilpatrick 
Executive Director, Campaign for a Prosperous Georgia 

cc: Leonard Olshan, NRC Petition Review Board 
NRC Director of Operations 
NRC Docketing and Service Branch



June 9, 2000 
License Renewal Division 
Chief of Rules and Directives 
Division of Adminsitrative Services 
Office of Adminsitrator 
Mail Stop T-6 
D59 
U.S Nuclear Regulatory Commission 
Washington, D.C. 20555 

To Whom It May Concern, 

The Altamaha Riverkeeper (ARK) organization files these comments as part of 
the Environmental Impact Statement process for the License Renewal 
Application for Edwin I. Hatch Nuclear Reactors I and II by the Southern 
Nuclear Operating Company and others.  

ARK is a non-profit organization working to restore and protect the habitat, 
water quality, and flow of the mighty Altamaha from its headwaters in North 
Georgia to its terminus at the Atlantic Coast. The health and safety of 
the Atlamaha River and its surrounding habitat is of great concern to our 
members. ARK members five, work, and pursue recreational activities in and 
along the river.  

At it's April 20, 2000 meeting the Board of Directors adopted the following 
statement. "The Altamaha Riverkeeper is concerned about the ongoing and 
future operations of Plant Hatch. We oppose the effort to re-license the 
plant and are concerned about the impact of on site dry cask storage of 
spent nuclear fuel.  

Discussion 
Plant Hatch is located directly on the banks of the Altamaha River. Its 
proximity to the river and its potential for continued routine release of 
radiation and other man-made pollutants into the river and its drainage area 
create anxiety and concern, even among those who profess to support the use 
of nuclear energy in some circumstances.  

In this case, we have an aging nuclear reactor with a history of "incidents" 
and "accidents" that have routinely increased levels of public exposure to 
radiation. While "fixing things up as you go" has merit in many 
circumstances, in a nuclear plant this practice leaves the public with 
serious questions and concerns about the safety and stability of the 
facility in question. Some of the greatest concerns are raised by workers 
or former workers who have participated in "finding solutions", but whose 
current and future jobs depend upon their silence.



While those whose current economic well being results from the continued 
operation of Plant Hatch strongly support this attempt to extend its license 
and create an on-site storage site for spent nuclear fuel, thousands of 
others whose livelihoods and way of life would be threatened or destroyed by 
a serious accident do not.  

We fully understand why those whose incomes are derived from Plant Hatch 
support its continued operation and sympathize with their circumstance.  
However, we fear that the ongoing lack of heath studies on plant workers put 
these very people at greatest risk of harm, while they are being routinely 
admonished that their exposure is "routine and safe." 

And certainly, we believe that no one currently or ever working at Plant 
Hatch takes actions that they believe will endanger their community or the 
overall health and safety of the region. But we know from review of NRC 
reports that human and mechanical errors do occur during the routine 
operation of Plant Hatch and often the combination of mechanical failure 
with human error creates circumstances that have not been predicted or 
modeled for solution.  

We also know that in spite of several decades and millions of dollars of 
investment, we have no viable solution for the long-term safe storage of 
spent nuclear fuel. Any thoughtful observer must ponder the sanity of 
spending millions of dollars to re-license a nuclear plant whose capacity 
for on-site storage of nuclear waste has been exhausted. The creation of 
additional temporary on-site storage of nuclear waste in dry casks designed 
for transportation to some unknown place begins to sound like science 
fiction. Especially to people whose lives are based on tides and whose 
livelihoods are derived from understanding and respecting the laws of God 
and nature.  

It appears that we lack a true understanding of the impact of the operation 
of Plant Hatch on workers, the surrounding area and especially on downstream 
fish, mollusks, anthropods, and other critters who live in the water and 
feed on the sediments and nutrients in the water column.  

Simply calling downstream effects a generic problem and assuming that 
downstream effects of some model facility in another region equal the 
effects experienced by a specific hydrologic unit and its inhabitants is 
pure folly. While we do not presume to offer an exhaustive review of the 
literature on this topic, it appears that the few studies that have been 
done off site do show increased levels of radiation downstream in river 
sediments. We are aware of a recent award winning high school science fair 
project which shows levels of Cobalt 60 present in mussel shells from below 
Plant Hatch are higher than levels from mussels above Plant Hatch.



While the study did not attempt to prove causality and the recorded levels 
were considered "acceptable" there is no denying that this basic study and 
the Georgia Environmental Radiation Surveillance Report 1997 - mid 1999 show 
increased levels of radioactivity in sediments and organisms downstream.  

Absent a comprehensive attempt to measure and document the presence of 
radioactive elements downstream in sediments, water, and numerous organisms 
representing various tropic levels in the food chain, no one can state that 
there are no or negligible effects downstream from the continued operation 
of Plant Hatch.  

Furthermore, failure to assess the impact of these materials on the 
biological function of the organisms in question further suggests that 
Southern Nuclear and the NRC are inviting an entire region to continue 
participating in a dangerous long-term experiment simply because perceived 
economics dictate higher profits for the operating company and continued 
economic opportunity for local workers.  

Recreational and commercial fishermen are reporting increased numbers of 
fish and crabs with sores and malformations. They also report decreased 
numbers of many species and often little to no evidence of adequate 
reproduction. This antidotal information further begs the need to conduct 
real, non-biased scientific biological assessments of the species in 
question as well as the upstream factors that may be contributing to the 
current decline in many species.  

While no one would suggest that Plant Hatch is the only upstream facility or 
activity that could be associated with these emerging problems, neither can 
Plant Hatch be excluded from casualty by the use of "generic" data or 
studies.  

As the coastal region continues to grow and dramatically increase in 
population, the impacts of normal operations and certainly of routine or 
catastrophic accidents at Plant Hatch on the resident population will only 
increase. Thousands of jobs in fisheries and tourism are also at risk and 
that risk must be measured and taken into account when evaluating 
alternatives and cost of continued operations at Hatch.  

The additional risks imposed on the region by the on-site storage of high 
level nuclear waste are unbelievable to the average citizen. Given our 
recent history of hurricane evacuation and storm events including random 
deadly tornados, it seems careless and reckless to increase the risks of 
operating a nuclear plant by increasing the vulnerability of highly 
radioactive spent fuel rods. While no one chooses to imagine or speculate 
on potential natural disasters, one must only look to film clippings from 
our neighbors in North Carolina to witness the unbelievable impact of flood



waters on man-made structures and development.

A site visit to Plant Hatch and its on-site nuclear fuel storage facility 
confirms its proximity to the Altamaha River. To suggest that a major 
hurricane and related tornadoes and flood events would have no impact on 
this site is to defy forces of nature over which well-meaning humans have 
absolutely no control.  

We offer these comments to the NRC as citizens who know and care about the 
Atlamaha River and its surrounding regions. While our resources do not 
allow 
for exhaustive review of documents or independent research to evaluate our 
concerns, we expect that the Nuclear Regulatory Commission and the Southern 
Nuclear Operating Company will consider our comments and dedicate resources 
to objectively address these concerns before allowing for the renewal of 
Plant Hatch's operating license or the continued development of additional 
on-site storage of nuclear waste.  

We thank you for your consideration and ask that the record remain open for 
addition comments as our resources allow us to evaluate these proposals and 
determine their impacts on our members and region.  

Sincerely, 

Deborah Sheppard 
Executive Director



UNION OF 
CONCERNED 
SCIENTISTS

May 3, 2000
Dr. William J. Travers 
Executive Director for Operations 
Nuclear Regulatory Commission 
Washington, DC 20555-0001

SUBJECT: HATCH NUCLEAR PLANT PETITION PURSUANT TO 10 CFR 2.206; REQUEST 
FOR GENERIC COMMUNICATION ON DEGRADATION OF LIQUID AND 
GASEOUS RADWASTE SYSTEMS; AND PETITION FOR RULEMAKING FOR 
AGING MANAGEMSENT OF LIQUID AND GASEOUS RADWASTE SYSTEMS

Dear Dr. Travers: 

During a review of the license renewal application submitted by the owner of the Hatch Nuclear Plant, the Union 

of Concerned Scientists identified a number of apparent deficiencies in the aging management programs described 

for the liquid and gaseous radwaste systems. We originally intended to file a motion to intervene in the license 

renewal proceeding. However, further evaluation of our concerns indicated that the apparent deficiencies involve 
non-conformance with the existing design and licensing bases for the facility. Because license renewal at Hatch 

exacerbates rather than introduces these non-conformances, we determined that the more appropriate vehicle for 

UCS to raise these concerns with the NRC staff is via the 10 CFR 2.206 process. In the attached petition, we 

have documented two contentions. We are petitioning the NRC staff to issue a Demand for Information to the 
Hatch owner for answers to questions related to these contentions.  

As the apparent deficiencies may apply to other operating nuclear power plants, we are additionally requesting 
that the NRC staff issue a generic communication to all plant owners about the potential problems.  

Finally, we are requesting that the NRC staff initiate a rulemaking change to remedy a shortcoming with the 
license renewal rule.  

Sincerely, 

David Lochbaum 
Nuclear Safety Engineer

Attachment: 2.206 Petition, Request for Generic Communication, and Petition for Rulemaking

Washington Office: 1616 P Street NW Suite 310 * Washington DC 20036-1495 e 202-332-0900 . FAX: 202-332-0905 
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Contention No. 1: The Hatch Nuclear Plant is being operated outside its design and licensing bases because 
the material condition of piping, tanks and other components of the liquid radwaste system are not being 
properly inspected and maintained.  

Federal regulations require the liquid radwaste system at the Hatch Nuclear Plant to be designed, installed, 
operated, and maintained in accordance with the following standards: 

The nuclear power unit desigm shall include means to control suitably the release of radioactive materials 
in gaseous and liquid effluents and to handle radioactive solid wastes produced during normal reactor 
operation, including anticipated operational occurrences. Sufficient holdup capacity shall be provided for 
retention of gaseous and liquid effluents containing radioactive materials, particularly where unfavorable 
site environmental conditions can be expected to impose unusual operational limitations upon the release 
of such effluents to the environment.1 

Structures, systems, and components important to safety shall be designed to accommodate the effects of 
and to be compatible with the environmental conditions associated with normal operation, maintenance, 
testing, and postulated accidents. including loss-of-coolant accidents. 2 

The petitioner has three specific concerns that the liquid radwaste systems at Plant Hatch do not conform to these 
licensing requirements and the plant's design bases: 

* susceptibility of liquid radvhaste system piping to degradation, 
* susceptibility of liquid radwaste system tanks and vessels to degradation, and 
* degraded capability of valves that isolate liquid radwaste discharge.  

These concerns are detailed in the following sections.  

Susceptibility of Liquid Radwaste System Piping to Degradation 

The piping of the liquid radwaste systems at Hatch are designed to the standards of American National Standards 
Institute (ANSI) B31.1.0 - 1967.' 

In its application for license renewval the owner of the Hatch Nuclear Plant described a Flow Accelerated 
Corrosion Program, Treated Water Sy stems Piping Inspections, and an evaluation program for buried or 
embedded piping. The submittal stated that these programs monitor piping for degradation: 

The Flow Accelerated Corrosion (FAC) Program is a condition monitoring program designed to monitor 
pipe wear in those systems that have been determined to be susceptible to FAC-related loss of material.4 

10 CFR 50 Appendix A, General Deign Criteria for Nuclear Power Plants, Criterion 60, Control of releases of 
radioactive materials to the environment.  

2 10 CFR 50 Appendix A, General Desi.Qn Criteria for Nuclear Power Plants, Criterion 4, Environmental and d-&namic 
effects design bases.  

3 Hatch Unit I Updated Final Safety Analysis Report, Table 9.2-I, "Design Code for Major Liquid Radw%-aste System 
Components." 

4 H. L. Sumner Jr., Vice President - Hatch Project Support, Southern Nuclear Operating Company, Inc., to Nuclear 
Regulatory Commission, "Edwin I. Hatch Nuclear Plant Application for Renewed Operating Licenses," February 29, 
2000, Section A.2.2, "Flow Accelerated Corrosion Program."
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The plant Treated Water Systems Piping Inspections will provide for condition monitoring via one time 
examinations intended to provide objective evidence that existing Chemistry Control is managing aging 
in piping that is not examined under another inspection program.  

Treated Water Systems Piping Inspections will examine a sample population of carbon and stainless 
steel tubing and piping in the treated water systems. The results of the sample population examinations 
will be recorded and evaluated, and subsequent examinations will be conducted where evaluation results 
warrant. If significant degradation is noted, the sample set may be expanded.  

Inspections will be conducted using techniques appropriate for piping examinations and trending. This 
may include, but not be limited to, volumetric or destructive examination. The specific sample 
population, examination methods and acceptance criteria will be defined in the inspection and trending 
procedures.5 

The buried or embedded environment includes components buried beneath the surface of the ground (in 

come cases with controlled backfills) or embedded in structural concrete.  

The materials of construction having a buried or embedded environment include carbon steel, stainless 
steel, cast iron, and copper.  

Underground carbon steel piping is covered with a protective coating that is expected to greatly reduce 
6 

the rate of corrosion occurring on the external surfaces of buried piping.  

Hatch's owner reported "many deficiencies" with the protective coatings applied to buried piping at the plant: 

A review of the condition reporting database mentioned in section 3.0 showed that many deficiencies 
were written that related to component exteriors for buried piping segments. Failures of buried 
components due to corrosion in areas where gaps in the existing coating have occurred during the life of 
the plant. No failures have been identified where the coating had been properly installed. However, there 

is some concern over the continued viability of the coating over the extended life of the plant.7 

Hatch's owner also reported that portions of the liquid radwaste system piping were found to be improperly 
installed: 

While performing concrete expansion anchor surveillance evaluation, it was determined that the radwaste 

sump discharge piping between the drywell penetrations and the second isolation valves is not supported 

H. L. Sumner Jr., Vice President - Hatch Project Support, Southern Nuclear Operating Company, Inc., to Nuclear 
Regulatory Commission, "Edwin I. Hatch Nuclear Plant Application for Renewed Operating Licenses," February 29, 
2000, Section A.3.2, "Treated Water Systems Piping Inspections." 

6 H. L. Sumner Jr., Vice President - Hatch Project Support, Southern Nuclear Operating Company, Inc., to Nuclear 
Regulatory Commission, "Edwin I. Hatch Nuclear Plant Application for Renewed Operating Licenses," February 29, 
2000, Section C.1.2.10, "Buried or Embedded." 

7 H. L. Sumner Jr., Vice President - Hatch Project Support, Southern Nuclear Operating Company, Inc., to Nuclear 
Regulatory Commission, "Edwin I. Hatch Nuclear Plant Application for Renewed Operating Licenses," February 29, 
2000, Section C.2.4.3, "Aging Management Review for Commodity External Surfaces exposed to a Buried or Embedded 
Environment."
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per seismic Class I requirements. ... After reviewing the piping supports as presently installed, it as been 
determined that this piping was not adequately installed for the postulated seismic event.8 

Hatch's owner specifically excluded the liquid radwaste system from the scope of its aging management programs 
for piping.9 

The stainless steel piping of the condensate storage and transfer system which is exposed to demineralized water 
is within the scope of the aforementioned aging management programs for its pressure boundary function. The 
aging effects include loss of material and cracking.  

Hatch's owner has reported significant degradation of piping in the plant service water (PSW) and residual heat 
removal service water (RHRSW) systems: 

HT-96676 Rev. 0: "This change allows the replacement of carbon steel small bore piping with stainless 
steel in the PSW and RHRSW systems to reduce the rate of microbiologically influenced corrosion."" 

The liquid radwaste system piping at the Hatch Nuclear Plant is designed to an equal or lower quality standard 
than the piping of the condensate storage and transfer, plant service water, and residual heat removal service 
water systems. The liquid radwaste system piping is exposed to water of equal or lower chemistry quality than the 
water of these systems. The liquid radwaste system piping is therefore at least as vulnerable to degradation 
mechanisms such as flow-accelerated corrosion and microbiologically influenced corrosion as the piping of these 
systems. But the liquid radwaste system piping is not covered by the Flow Accelerated Corrosion program, the 
Treated Service Water Inspection program, or the buried or embedded environment program. Nor is the liquid 
radwaste system piping covered by the plant's Inservice Inspection program. Consequently, it is reasonable to 
expect that the liquid radwaste system piping is degraded to an unknown extent.  

The consequences from a liquid radwNaste system pipe failure can be significant because the system processes 
water that can contain harmful amounts of radioactivity. A liquid radwaste system pipe break inside one of the 
plant's buildings could result in significant radiation exposure to plant workers. The break of the piping from the 
sample tanks to the discharge line could result in radioactive water escaping into the ground without the 
prescribed dilution afforded by the Altamaha River. The resulting concentration of radioactivity could cause 
excessive radiation exposure to members of the public.  

General Design Criterion 4 to Appendix A of 10 CFR Part 50 requires the liquid radwaste system to be designed 

8 M. Manry, Georgia Power Company, Telegram to James P. O'Reilly, Nuclear Regulatory Commission, "Hatch Unit 1, 

Docket No. 50-321, Notification of Reportable Occurrence No. 50-321/197943," June 29, 1979.  

9 H. L. Sumner Jr., Vice President - Hatch Project Support, Southern Nuclear Operating Company, Inc., to Nuclear 
Regulatory Commission, "Edwin I. Hatch Nuclear Plant Application for Renewed Operating Licenses," February 29, 
2000, Table 2.2-I, Plant Hatch Systei/Structure Function Scoping Results.  

10 H. L. Sumner Jr., Vice President - Hatch Project Support, Southern Nuclear Operating Company, Inc., to Nuclear 

Regulatory Commission, "Edwin I. Hatch Nuclear Plant Application for Renewed Operating Licenses," February 29, 
2000, Table 3.2.4-5, "Aging Effects Requiring Management for Components Supporting Condensate Transfer and 
Storage System Intended Functions and Their Component Functions." 

"11I-l. L. Sumner Jr., Vice President - Hatch Project Support, Southern Nuclear Operating Company, Inc., to Nuclear 
Regulatory Commission, "Edwin I. Hatch Nuclear Plant Annual Operating Report for 1999," February 22, 2000.
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for environmental conditions encountered during normal operation. The liquid radwaste system piping is 
vulnerable to the degradation mechanisms that have already affected higher quality piping at Plant Hatch. Yet the 
liquid radwaste system piping is not covered within the plant's aging management programs. Therefore, it appears 
the plant is not in compliance with this licensing requirement.  

Requested Demand for Information: The petitioner requests the NRC to ask the owner of the Hatch Nuclear 
Plant the following questions via a Demand for Information: 

1. What assurance exists that the external surfaces of buried and embedded piping of the liquid radwaste 
system are not degraded? 

2. What assurance exists that the internal surfaces of liquid radwaste system piping are not degraded by 
pitting, corrosion, and other degradation mechanisms? 

3. Could a break in the liquid radwaste system piping from the sample tanks to the discharge line be 
detected? If so, how small a break could be detected (i.e., how much radioactive liquid could be diverted 
into the ground without being detected)? 

4. To what extent does the preventative maintenance program at Plant Hatch cover the liquid radwaste 
system piping? 

5. To what extent is the liquid radwaste system piping covered by programs which monitor degradation 
(e.g., erosion/corrosion, flow accelerated corrosion, microbiologically influenced corrosion, protective 
coatings for embedded/buried piping, etc.)? 

Susceptibility of Liquid Radwaste Sýyem Tanks and Vessels to Degradation 

The liquid radwaste systems at the Hatch Nuclear Plant consist of numerous tanks and vessels: 

The waste collector tank and the waste surge tank are constructed of carbon steel and were designed to 
the requirements of ASME Code,. Section III, Class 3.  

The floor drain collector tank and the sample tank are constructed of carbon steel and were designed to 
meet the requirements of ASME Code, Section I1, Class 3.  

In keeping with the design objectives, the chemical waste tank is constructed of stainless steel and was 
designed to meet the requirements of AMSE Code, Section II1, Class 3.  

The spent resin tank is constructed of carbon steel and was designed to meet the requirements of ASME 
Code, Section III, Class 3.  

The chemical waste and floor drain neutralizer tank is constructed of stainless steel and was designed to 
meet the requirements of ASMIE Code, Section m, Class 3 2 

The filter vessels are constructed of carbon steel and were designed to meet the requirements of ASME 
Code, Section III, Class 3.  

12 Hatch Unit 2 Updated Final Safety Analysis Report, Section 11.2.2.2.2, 'Tanks."
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A corrosion-resistant lining is provided to prevent erosion of the carbon steel vessels. 13

The demineralizer vessels are constructed of carbon steel, were designed to meet the requirements of 
ASME Code, Section III, Class 3, and are equipped with a rubber lining. ... Fine mesh strainers are 
provided in the demineralizer vessel discharge and in the piping downstream to prevent resin fines from 
being transferred to other portions of the system.' 4 

UCS reviewed the UFSARs for Hatch Units I and 2, the Inservice Inspection Program report for Hatch, and the 
application for license renewal submitted by Hatch's owner. These reviews did not identify any periodic 
inspections of the tanks and vessels of the liquid radwaste systems. Hatch's owner committed to examine the 
condensate storage tanks (aluminum for Unit 1 and stainless steel for Unit 2) prior to entering the license renewal 
term: 

The plant Condensate Storage Tank (CST) Inspections will provide for condition monitoring via one 
time inspections intended to provide objective evidence that the aging effects predicted for the CST 
internal environments are adequately managed by programs credited for the renewal term.  

Internal surfaces of each CST will be examined to verify that age-related degradation is not occurring.  
The examination will focus on the standpipes and the connections between aluminum standpipes and 
galvanized steel flanges, since these locations would be the most susceptible to corrosion.  

There will be a one-time inspection of each CST." 

Hatch's owner reported that these tanks of the condensate storage and transfer system would be inspected because 
they are susceptible to aging degradation: 

Stainless steel and galvanized steel tanks of the condensate storage and transfer system are exposed to 
demineralized water have a pressure boundary function. The aging effects include loss of material.16 

In the license renewal application, Hatch's owner described a program for protecting tanks and vessels from their 
potentially corrosive contents: 

The Protective Coatings Program provides a means of preventing or minimizing aging effects that would 
otherwise result from contact of the base metal with the associated environment. It is a mitigation and 
condition monitoring program designed to provide base metal aging management through application, 

13 Hatch Unit 2 Updated Final Safety Analysis Report, Section 11.2.2.2.3, "Filters." 

14 Hatch Unit 2 Updated Final Safety Analysis Report, Section 11.2.2.2.4, "Demineralizers." 

'5 H. L. Sumner Jr., Vice President - Hatch Project Support, Southern Nuclear Operating Company, Inc., to Nuclear 
Regulatory Commission, "Edwin I. Hatch Nuclear Plant Application for Renewed Operating Licenses," February 29, 
2000, Section A.3.4, "Condensate Storage Tank Inspection." 

16 H. L. Sumner Jr., Vice President - Hatch Project Support, Southern Nuclear Operating Company, Inc., to Nuclear 
Regulatory Commission, "Edwin I. Hatch Nuclear Plant Application for Renewed Operating Licenses," February 29, 
2000, Table 3.2.4-5, "Aging Effects Requiring Management for Components Supporting Condensate Transfer and 
Storage System Intended Functions and Their Component Functions."
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maintenance and inspection of protective coatings on selected components and structures.1 7

Protective coatings surveillance is normally performed once per operating cycle for Service Level I 

components. Other component surveillance is performed as determined by the protective coatings 

specialist, based upon trends and plant specific operating experience.'8 

The Protective Coatings Program will be expanded to include the external surfaces of carbon steel 

commodities in-scope for License Renewal that are exposed to inside, outside, submerged, and buried 

environments as made accessible.  

Affected systems will include, but may not be limited to, the nuclear boiler, standby liquid control, 
residual heat removal, residual heat removal service water, core spray, high pressure coolant injection 

and reactor core isolation cooling. Certain portions of the post-accident radioactive decay holdup, plant 

service water, instrument air, drywell chilled water, drywell pneumatics, standby gas treatment, nitrogen 

inerting, fire protection, diesel fuel oil, piping supports, raceway supports, and building structural steel 

will also be included. The affected components in these systems will be piping, valves, pumps, bolts, 

tanks, and structural steel components.  

The Protective Coatings Program will be revised to require periodic inspections of in-scope components 

to ensure that they are properly coated and free of significant age-related degradation. Coated surfaces of 

certain components, including those normally inaccessible but made accessible due to maintenance or 

other activities, will also be inspected when they become accessible.' 9 

According to the license renewal application, the Protective Coatings Program does not apply to the tanks and 

vessels of the liquid radwaste system. Yet they are at least as vulnerable to the deleterious effects as tanks that are 

within the scope of this aging management program.  

Hatch's owner reported reviewing NRC generic communications regarding aging,20 but not those involving 

degradation of liquid radwaste tanks and components. UCS reviewed the NRC generic communications and 

identified the following two examples of the NRC alerting plant owners to degradation of liquid radwaste tanks 
and components: 

17 H. L. Sumner Jr., Vice President - Hatch Project Support, Southern Nuclear Operating Company, Inc., to Nuclear 

Regulatory Commission, "Edwin I. Hatch Nuclear Plant Application for Renewed Operating Licenses," February 29, 
2000, Section A.2.3, "Protective Coatings Program." 

18 H L. Sumner Jr., Vice President - Hatch Project Support, Southern Nuclear Operating Company, Inc., to Nuclear 
Regulatory Commission, "Edwin I. Hatch Nuclear Plant Application for Renewed Operating Licenses," February 29, 
2000, Section A.2.3.2, "Sample Size and Frequency [of Protection Coatings Program]." 

19 H. L. Sumner Jr., Vice President - Hatch Project Support, Southern Nuclear Operating Company, Inc., to Nuclear 

Regulatory Commission, "Edw-in I. Hatch Nuclear Plant Application for Renewed Operating Licenses," February 29, 
2000, Section A.2.3.5, "Enhancements [for the Protective Coatings Program]." 

20 FL L. Sumner Jr., Vice President - Hatch Project Support, Southern Nuclear Operating Company, Inc., to Nuclear 
Regulatory Commission, "Edwin I. Hatch Nuclear Plant Application for Renewed Operating Licenses," February 29, 
2000, Table C.1.5-1, "Generic Communications Reviewed as Part of the Systematic Evaluation to Determine Aging 
Effects Requiring Management-"
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In November 1977, a radwaste tank ruptured at the Millstone Nuclear Power Station. ... Corrosion had 
weakened the capability of the radwaste tank to withstand pressure. .. This tank had a history of 
corrosion problems such that the corrosion probably caused some weakness which contributed to the 
rupture. The tank was constructed of type 304 stainless steel.... Since radwaste tanks of this type are 
used at most power reactors, the potential may exist for similar events at other power reactors. Also, 
such events can be avoided by proper procedures and periodic examination if personnel are aware of the 
problem. ... Prevention of such events will minimize the possibility of personnel injury, in-plant 
contamination, releases of radioactivity, and occupational radiation exposure resulting from the repair 
and clean-up operations.

2' 

During a routine NRC inspection at Millstone, inspectors found that the Unit 1 radwaste facility 
equipment was significantly degraded, especially vessels and piping in the facility. In general, a lack of 
continuing and preventative maintenance appeared to have allowed several systems and components to 
significantly degrade, in some instances creating unnecessary adverse radiological conditions. Piping 
located in the mezzanine areas above the "C" and "D" floor drain collector tanks were notably rusted, 
with a dusting of flaked-off paint and rust deposited across all horizontal surfaces in this area. ... A video 
taken in November 1994 during the last manned entry into the filter sludge tank room indicated that a 
crack in the filter sludge tank led to the dispersal of highly radioactive spent filter sludge throughout the 
tank room. Discussions with licensee staff members indicated that a similar condition exists in the spent 
resin tank room, which in this case is caused by the overfill of the spent resin tank22 

It is evident from this NRC generic correspondence that degradation of liquid radwaste tanks has actually 
occurred at a US nuclear power plant. It is not evident from the Hatch license renewal application or the Hatch 
UFSARs that degradation of liquid radwaste system tanks and vessels is monitored. Yet the postulated failure of 
the liquid radwaste tanks is explicitly within the design and licensing bases for the Hatch Nuclear Plant: 

Although not analyzed for the requirements of Seismic Category I equipment, the liquid radwaste tanks 
are constructed in accordance with sound engineering principles and current ASME codes. Therefore, 
simultaneous failure of all tanks is not considered credible, though conservatively analyzed herein. ... The 
only event which might cause failure of all radwaste tanks is an earthquake sufficient in magnitude to 
exceed the design capabilities.' 

An event which causes the simultaneous rupture of the liquid radwaste tanks is highly improbable. .. The 
only event which might cause failure of all the radwaste tanks is an earthquake sufficient in magnitude to 
exceed the design capabilities.-74 

Hatch's owner reported that the only event causing failure of multiple radwaste tanks is an earthquake. Perhaps, 
but the undetected corrosion of the tanks can weaken them, thus lowering the magnitude of the earthquake needed 

2.1 Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Information Notice 79-07, "Rupture of Radwaste Tanks," March 23, 1979.  

22 Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Information Notice 96-14, "Degradation of Radwaste Facility Equipment at 

Millstone Nuclear Power Station, Unit 1," March 1, 1996.  

23 Hatch Unit 2 Updated Final Safety Analysis Report, Section 11.2.4.2.1, "Identification of Causes and Accident 
Description." 

24 Hatch Unit 2 Updated Final Safety Analysis Report, 15.1.34.3, "Accident Description [for Liquid Radwaste Tank 

Rupture]."
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to cause failures. Undetected degradation of liquid radwaste system tanks and vessels can therefore increase the 
probability of occurrence of this design bases event.  

In addition, the consequences from this design bases event may be increased: 

The concrete radwaste building retains and returns any spills or leaks from the liquid radwaste system to 
the system for additional processing. The radwaste building has the capacity to handle a major leak in the 
largest tank without permitting significant quantities of the liquid to escape offsite.25 

If undetected degradation causes multiple liquid radwaste system tanks and vessels to develop leaks, the combined 
leakage may exceed that from a major leak in the largest tank. Consequently, significant quantities of the liquid 
(which can be assumed to contain radioactivity) may escape offsite. The Hatch Nuclear Plant has already 
experienced the accidental release of significant quantities of radioactive liquid: 

Technical analyses determined that approximately 141,500 gallons of water leaked from the spent fuel 
pool during the period in which the transfer canal seal was deflated. Approximately 17,000 gallons were 
recovered in the Unit I and I1 sumps, leaving some 124,5000 unaccounted for. ... Some of the water 

eventually entered at least one site storm drain which drained to a swampy area to the northeast of the 
plant site behind the cooling towers. ... Measurements in the swamp indicate that only 13% of the 
released activity entered the swamp, and approximately 7% of the activity reached the creekbed.:6 

The potential consequences from leakage of multiple liquid radwaste system tanks and vessels may be significant.  
The capacity of the system's tanks range from 1,200 to 65,000 gallons. The radioactivity content of the system's 
tanks can range from 110 to 27 million microcuries.27 

Requested Demand for Information: The petitioner requests the NRC to ask the owner of the Hatch Nuclear 
Plant the following questions via a Demand for Information: 

1. What assurance exists that the tanks and vessels of the liquid radwaste system are not degraded? 

2. To what extent are the tanks and vessels of the liquid radwaste system covered in the preventative 
maintenance program at Plant Hatch? 

3. To what extent are the tanks and vessels of the liquid radwaste system covered by programs, which 
monitor degradation? 

Degraded Capability of Valves That Isolate Liquid Radwaste Discharge 

While much of the water processed by the liquid radwaste system is recycled for use by the plant, Hatch routinely 
releases radioactive water to the environment: 

25 Hatch Unit 2 Updated Final Safety Analysis Report, Section 11.2.4.2.2, "Analysis of Effects and Consequences." 

26 James C. Hardeman, Environmental Radiation Coordinator, Georgia Department of Natural Resources, "Loss of 
Spent Fuel Pool Water at the Edwin 1. Hatch Nuclear Plant," December 19, 1986.  

27 Hatch Unit 2 Updated Final Safety Analysis Report, Table 11.2-2, "Capacity and Maximum Activity Contained in 

Liquid Radwaste Tanks." 
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The liquid radwaste system is designed to process and recycle the liquid waste collected in the waste 
holdup tank to the extent practicable. Liquid waste collected in chemical or floor drain tanks is normally 
discharged to the environment after treatment and dilution. During normal plant operations, the annual 
radiation doses to individuals from each reactor on the site, resulting from these routine liquid waste 
discharges, are within the 10 CFR 5, Appendix I, design objectives.28 

Process and discharge streams shall be appropriately monitored and such features shall be incorporated, 
as necessary, to maintain releases below the permissible limits specified in the Technical Specifications.'9 

The liquid and gaseous effluents from the treatment systems are continuously monitored, and the 
discharges are terminated if the effluents exceed preset radioactivity levels?30 

Prior to the release of any tank containing liquid radwaste, following the required recirculations, samples 
are collected and analyzed in accordance with the Edwin I. Hatch Nuclear Plant Offsite Dose 
Calculation Manual (ODCM) Table 2-3. A sample from each tank planned for release is analyzed for 
principal gamma emitters, 1-131, and dissolved and entrained noble gases, by gamma spectroscopy.  
Monthly and quarterly composites are prepared for analysis by extracting aliquots from each sample 
tank from the tanks released

The radionuclide concentrations determined by gamma spectroscopic analysis of samples taken from 
tanks planned for release, in addition to the most current sample analysis results available for tritium, 
gross alpha, Sr-89, Sr-90 and Fe-55, are used along with the corresponding ECL [effluent concentration 
limit] valves to determine the ECL fraction for these tanks. This ECL fraction is then used, with the 
appropriate safety factors, tolerance factors, and the expected dilution stream flow to calculate maximum 
permissible release rate and a liquid effluent monitor setpoint. The monitor setpoint is calculated to 
assure that the limits of the ODCM are not exceeded.  

A monitor reading in excess of the calculated setpoint will result in an automatic termination of the liquid 
radwaste discharge. Liquid effluent discharge is also automatically terminated if the dilution stream flow 
rate falls below the minimum assured dilution flow rate used in the setpoint calculations and established 

31 as a setpoint on the dilution stream flow monitor.  

Liquid effluents are continuously monitored and discharges are terminated if the effluents exceed preset 
radioactivity levels.-

Liquid effluents are discharged through a 3-in. diameter line which feeds into a 42-in. diameter pipe 

28 Hatch Unit I Updated Final Safety Analysis Report, Section 9.1, "Summary Description [for the Radioactive Waste 

Systems]." 

29 Hatch Unit 1 Updated Final Safety Analysis Report, Section 1.5.5 Radioactive Waste Disposal Criteria 

30 Hatch Unit I Updated Final Safety Analysis Report, Section 9.1, "Summary Description [for the Radioactive Waste 
Systems]." 

31 H. L. Sumner Jr., Vice President - Hatch Project Support, Southern Nuclear Operating Company, Inc., to Nuclear 

Regulatory Commission, "Edwin 1. Hatch Nuclear Plant Annual Radioactive Effluent Release Report," December 31, 
1998, Section 1.3, "Measurements and Approximations of Total Radioactivity." 

32 Hatch Unit 2 Updated Final Safety Analysis Report, Section 11.2, "Liquid Radwaste System."
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which has an average flowrate of 26.8 ft3/s.33

Offsite discharge is under operator control. Two console-operated parallel flow-control valves control 
flow at fast and slow rates. Console-operated, fail-closed shutoff valves are provided in the sample tank 
effluent line and in the discharge line to the conduit to the river. Activity in the discharge line from the 
sample tank above a preset level will initiate automatic isolation of the discharge line. Discharge to the 
conduit is prevented if there is not sufficient dilution water flow available from the cooling tower.  

The Updated Final Safety Analysis Report (UFSAR) for the Hatch Nuclear Plant assumed that these console
operated, fail-closed shutoff valves terminate the improper release of radioactive liquid to the Altamaha River.  
However, the UFSAR did not specify any stroke-time testing or leak-rate testing that verifies the isolation 
function will be performed. In fact, the UFSAR stated: 

The liquid radwaste system is normally operated on an as-required basis during operation of the nuclear 
plant, thereby demonstrating operability without any special inspections or testing. Data from equipment 
operation logs, records, and from laboratory testing of samples taken from the radwaste sampling tanks 
reflects day-to-day performance of the various radwaste subsystems. Abnormal conditions such as high
volume throughputs, short-filter or demineralizer runs, and high-effluent conductivity or activity, dictate 
special performance testing or analysis that my be required.3" 

The Inservice Inspection (ISI) program at Hatch frequently finds and corrects valve problems such as the 
following examples from a recently submitted ISI report: 

Internals of valve are worn beyond repair. Replace valve with new like kind valve MPL 1P41-F208D 

Replace drain valves I B3 1 -F05 IA, F052A, they are leaking by the seat. Code case N-416-1 is used.  
MPL 1B31-F052A 

Small crack in weld to pipe connection found for valve 1DI 1-F 129. Weld will be removed and replaced 
by a 2 to 1 fillet weld that is resistant to the fatigue.  

The license renewal application submitted by Hatch's owner acknowledged the reality of component aging: 

The detrimental effects of aoing are assumed to be continuous and incremental. Thus, the detrimental 
effects of aging may increase as service life is extended, assuming no replacement of components.37 

33 Hatch Unit 2 Updated Final Safety Analysis Report, Section 11.2.4.1.2, "Release Points." 

31 Hatch Unit 2 Updated Final Safety Analysis Report, Section 11.2.3.4, "Control of Discharge to the Environment." 

35 Hatch Unit 2 Updated Final Safety Analysis Report, Section 11.2.5, "Tests and Inspections." 

36 . L. Sumner Jr., Vice President - Hatch Project Support, Southern Nuclear Operating Company Inc., to Nuclear 
Regulatory Commission, "Edwin I. Hatch Nuclear Plant - Unit I Third 10-Year Interval Inservice Inspection Program 
Owner's Activity Report," January 21, 2000, Table 3, "Unit 1, IR16 Outage Abstract of Repairs, Replacements, or 
Corrective Measures Required for Continued Service." 

37 H. L. Sumner Jr., Vice President - Hatch Project Support, Southern Nuclear Operating Company, Inc., to Nuclear 
Regulatory Commission, "Edwin 1. Hatch Nuclear Plant Application for Renewed Operating Licenses," February 29, 
2000, Section 2.1.3.4, Components Subject to Periodic Replacement at a Set Frequency or Qualified Life.
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Yet even though valves purchased to higher quality standards in safety-related systems at Plant Hatch have 
repeatedly demonstrated detrimental effects of aging, Hatch's owner specifically excluded the liquid radwaste 
system's valves from the scope of its aging management program38 and from its ISI program.39 

The valves that must close to terminate the improper flow of radioactive liquid to the Altamaha River are not 
within the scope of the ISI program at Hatch and are not within the scope of any aging management program 
described in the Hatch license renewal application. Therefore, it is uncertain how there can be reasonable 
assurance that these valves will close when required to protect public health and the environment from improper 
releases of radioactive liquid as required by the facility's current design and licensing bases. Of course, that 
uncertainty carries over into the license renewal term.  

Requested Demand for Information: The petitioner requests the NRC to ask the owner of the Hatch Nuclear 
Plant the following questions via a Demand for Information: 

1. What assurance exists that the liquid radwaste system valves and associated control circuits will close to 
terminate the release of radioactive water? 

2. What is the scope, frequency, and acceptance criteria for all testing, including preventative maintenance 
tasks, of the valves and control circuits that must automatically close to terminate releases from the 
Hatch Unit I and Unit 2 liquid radwaste systems to the river? 

3. What has been the maintenance history for the valves and control circuits that must automatically close 
to terminate releases from the Hatch Unit I and Unit 2 liquid radwaste systems to the river? 

38 H L. Sumner Jr., Vice President - Hatch Project Support, Southern Nuclear Operating Company, Inc., to Nuclear 

Regulatory Commission, "Edwin 1. Hatch Nuclear Plant Application for Renewed Operating Licenses," February 29, 
2000, Table 2.2-1, Plant Hatch System/Structure Function Scoping Results.  

39 H. L. Sumner Jr., Vice President - Hatch Project Support, Southern Nuclear Operating Company Inc., to Nuclear 
Regulatory Commission, "Edwin 1. Hatch Nuclear Plant - Unit 1 Third 10-Year Interval Inservice Inspection Program 
Owner's Activity Report," January 21, 2000, Table 3, "Unit 1, 1R16 Outage Abstract of Repairs, Replacements, or 
Corrective Measures Required for Continued Service."
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Contention No. 2: The Hatch Nuclear Plant is being operated outside its design and licensing bases because 
the material condition of piping and components of the gaseous radwaste system are not being properly 
inspected and maintained.  

Federal regulations require the gaseous radwaste system at the Hatch Nuclear Plant to be designed, installed, 
operated, and maintained in accordance with the following standards: 

The nuclear power unit design shall include means to control suitably the release of radioactive materials 
in gaseous and liquid effluents and to handle radioactive solid wastes produced during normal reactor 

operation, including anticipated operational occurrences. Sufficient holdup capacity shall be provided for 
retention of gaseous and liquid effluents containing radioactive materials, particularly where unfavorable 
site environmental conditions can be expected to impose unusual operational limitations upon the release 
of such effluents to the environment.40 

Structures, systems, and components important to safety shall be designed to accommodate the effects of 
and to be compatible with the environmental conditions associated with normal operation, maintenance, 
testing, and postulated accidents, including loss-of-coolant accidents.41 

The gaseous radwaste systems at Plant Hatch consists of steam jet air ejectors which extract steam and non
condensibles from the main condensers and offgas systems: 

The [steam jet] air ejector off-gas radioactive waste is treated by an ambient charcoal bed adsorption 
system before discharge to the environment. The annual dose at or beyond the site boundary due to 

gaseous effluents from each unit during normal operation does not exceed the 10 CFR 50 Appendix I 
design objectives.42 

Waste gas release at Plant Hatch is confined to four paths: main stack (also called the offgas vent), Unit 
I reactor building vent, Unit 2 reactor building vent, and the recombiner building vent. Each is equipped 
with an integrating-type sample collection device for collecting particulates and iodines.43 

The petitioner has two specific concerns that the gaseous radwaste system does not conform to these licensing 
requirements and to the plant's design bases: 

* susceptibility of gaseous radwaste system piping to degradation, and 
* degraded capability of gaseous radwaste system to preclude hydrogen burns and detonations.  

These concerns are detailed in the following sections.  

40 10 CFR 50 Appendix A, General Design Criteria for Nuclear Power Plants, Criterion 60, Control of releases of 
radioactive materials to the environment.  

"41 10 CFR 50 Appendix A, General Design Criteria for Nuclear Power Plants, Criterion 4, Environmental and dynamic 

effects design bases.  

42 Hatch Unit I Updated Final Safety Analysis Report, Section 9.1, "Summary Description [for the Radioactive Waste 
Systems]." 

43 H. L. Sumner Jr., Vice President - Hatch Project Support, Southern Nuclear Operating Company, Inc., to Nuclear 
Regulatory Commission, "Edwin I. Hatch Nuclear Plant Annual Radioactive Effluent Release Report," December 31, 
1998, Section 2.2, "Release Points of Gaseous Effluents."
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Susceptibility of Gaseous Radwaste System Piping to Degradation 

The offgas systems at Plant Hatch are not subjected to specific testing: 

The gaseous waste disposal systems are used on a routine basis and do not require specific testing to 
assure operability.44 

Because the offgas systems are not within the scope of the Hatch license renewal program,45 it is not within the 
scope of aging management programs such as the following: 

The buried or embedded environment includes components buried beneath the surface of the ground (in 
come cases with controlled backfills) or embedded in structural concrete.  

The materials of construction having a buried or embedded environment include carbon steel, stainless 
steel, cast iron, and copper.  

Underground carbon steel piping is covered with a protective coating that is expected to greatly reduce 
the rate of corrosion occurring on the external surfaces of buried piping.4 

Some of the offgas system piping at Plant Hatch is buried underground while other system piping is coated and 
embedded in concrete: 

Equipment Item: 146-min holdup line 
Malfunction: Corrosion of line 
Consequences: Leakage to soil of gaseous and liquid fission products 
Design Precautions: Outside of pipe dipped and wrapped47 

Carbon steel pipe embedded in concrete to be sand blasted and coated with one coat of red oxide primer 
2-4 mils.

4 8 

Hatch's owner reported finding "many deficiencies" in the protective coatings applied to piping: 

A review of the condition reporting database mentioned in section 3.0 showed that many deficiencies 

44 Hatch Unit 2 Updated Final Safety Analysis Report, Section 11.3.5, "Tests and Inspections." 

41 H. L. Sumner Jr., Vice President - Hatch Project Support, Southern Nuclear Operating Company, Inc., to Nuclear 
Regulatory Commission, "Edwin I. Hatch Nuclear Plant Application for Renewed Operating Licenses," February 29, 
2000, Table 2.2-1, Plant Hatch System/Structure Function Scoping Results.  

46 H. L. Sumner Jr., Vice President - Hatch Project Support, Southern Nuclear Operating Company, Inc., to Nuclear 

Regulatory Commission, "Edwin I. Hatch Nuclear Plant Application for Renewed Operating Licenses," February 29, 
2000, Section C. 1.2.10, "Buried or Embedded." 

47 Hatch Unit 2 Updated Final Safety Analysis Report, Table 11.3-5, "Off-Gas System Equipment Malfunction 
Analysis." 

48 Southern Nuclear Operating Company, Inc., Note 21 to Drawing HL-26045 Rev. A., "Edwin I. Hatch Nuclear Plant 
Unit No. 2 Off Gas System P&ID," December 31, 1999.
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were written that related to component exteriors for buried piping segments. Failures of buried 

components due to corrosion in areas where gaps in the existing coating have occurred during the life of 

the plant. No failures have been identified where the coating had been properly installed. However, there 

is some concern over the continued viability of the coating over the extended life of the plant.49 

Unless the protective coatings applied to the buried and embedded piping of the offgas system are inspected, any 

installation deficiencies or subsequent viability challenges could result in aging degradation. Hatch's owner 

commented on aging degradation: 

The detrimental effects of aging are assumed to be continuous and incremental. Thus, the detrimental 

effects of aging may increase as service life is extended, assuming no replacement of components?0 

The undetected degradation of offgas system piping can weaken the piping, undermine piping integrity, and 

increase the probability of an analyzed design bases event: 

The failure of the off-gas system is analyzed as event 15.1.35 in chapter 15. The related failure of the 

SJAE lines and the turbine gland-seal off-gas lines are analyzed as events 15.1.36 and 15.1.37, 
respectively in chapter 15.51 

This section provides the radiological analysis results for failure of the off-gas system.12 

The undetected degradation of offgas system piping can also increase the consequences from an analyzed design 
bases event: 

The calculated exposure rate (at both the visitor center and U.S. Highway No. 1) is approximately 0.16 

pR/h. For both iodine and noble gas releases, the calculated thyroid exposure is less than 10. pJih for 

either location. Exposures due to off-gas to individuals in the vicinity of the power block are considered 
negligible.53 

A break of the underground offgas piping running to the main stack (i.e., elevated release point) could cause the 
radiation exposures to individuals in the power block to increase above negligible.  

Requested Demand for Information: The petitioner requests the NRC to ask the owner of the Hatch Nuclear 
Plant the following questions via a Demand for Information: 

49 H. L. Sumner Jr., Vice President - Hatch Project Support, Southern Nuclear Operating Company, Inc., to Nuclear 

Regulatory Commission, "Edwhin I. Hatch Nuclear Plant Application for Renewed Operating Licenses," February 29, 

2000, Section C.2.4.3, "Aging Management Review for Commodity External Surfaces exposed to a Buried or Embedded 
Environment." 

5H R L. Sumner Jr., Vice President - Hatch Project Support, Southern Nuclear Operating Company, Inc., to Nuclear 
Regulatory Commission, "Edwin I. Hatch Nuclear Plant Application for Renewed Operating Licenses," February 29, 
2000, Section 2.1.3.4, Components Subject to Periodic Replacement at a Set Frequency or Qualified Life.  

5' Hatch Unit 2 Updated Final Safety Analysis Report, Section 11.3.4.2, "Accident Analysis." 

"52 Hatch Unit 2 Updated Final Safety Analysis Report, Section 15.1.35, "Off-gas (RECHAR) System Failure 

(Radiological Consequences)." 

53 Hatch Unit 2 Updated Final Safety Analysis Report, Section 12.4.3.2, "Off-gas." 
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I. What assurance exists that the external surfaces of buried and embedded piping of the gaseous radwaste 
system are not degraded? 

2. Could a break in the offgas system piping running to the main stack be detected? If so, how small a 
break could be detected (i.e., how much radioactive gas could escape without being detected)? 

3. To what extent does the preventative maintenance program at Plant Hatch cover the offgas system 
piping? 

4. To what extent do programs that monitor degradation cover the offgas system piping? 

Degraded Capability of Gaseous Radwaste System to Preclude Hydrogen Burns and Detonations 

Steam jet air ejectors pull steam and non-condensibles from the main condensers at Plant Hatch. The gases drawn 
from the main condensers include hydrogen and oxygen. The offgas systems feature catalytic recombiners that 
function to turn the hydrogen and oxygen gases back into water.  

There have been more than 25 hydrogen burns and detonations within offgas systems at boiling water reactors 
like Plant Hatch. The most recent event occurred at the Cooper Nuclear Plant in September 1999. The root cause 
of this most recent hydrogen detonation is not known, but it has been attributed to a valve throttled due to a 
procedure error.  

The Inservice Inspection (I11) program at Hatch frequently finds and corrects valve problems such as the 
following examples from a recently submitted ISI report:55 

Internals of valve are worn beyond repair. Replace valve with new like kind valve MPL 1P41-F208D 

Replace drain valves 1B31-F05IA, F052A, they are leaking by the seat. Code case N-416-1 is used.  
MPL 1 B31-F052A 

Small crack in weld to pipe connection found for valve IDI 1-F 129. Weld will be removed and replaced 
by a 2 to 1 fillet weld that is resistant to the fatigue.  

The application for license renewal submitted by Hatch's owner acknowledged the reality of component aging: 

The detrimental effects of aging are assumed to be continuous and incremental. Thus, the detrimental 
effects of aging may increase as service life is extended, assuming no replacement of components.6 

54 Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Bulletin No. 78-03, "Potential Explosive Gas Mixture Accumulations Associated 
With BWR Offgas Systems Operations," February 8, 1978.  

H. W. Bertini, Nuclear Safety Information Center, Oak Ridge National Laboratory, "Descriptions of Selected 
Accidents That Have Occurred at Nuclear Reactor Facilities," ORNl/NSIC-176, April 1980.  

Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Daily Event Report Nos. 36192 and 36195, September 17, 1999.  

55 H. L. Sumner Jr., Vice President - Hatch Project Support, Southern Nuclear Operating Company Inc., to Nuclear 
Regulatory Commission, "Edwin I. Hatch Nuclear Plant - Unit I Third 10-Year Interval Inservice Inspection Program 
Owner's Activity Report," January 21, 2000, Table 3, "Unit 1, IR16 Outage Abstract of Repairs, Replacements, or 
Corrective Measures Required for Continued Service." 

56 H. L. Sumner Jr., Vice President - Hatch Project Support, Southern Nuclear Operating Company, Inc., to Nuclear
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Yet even though valves purchased to higher quality standards in safety-related systems at Plant Hatch have 

repeatedly demonstrated detrimental effects of aging, Hatch's owner specifically excluded the gaseous radwaste 

system's valves from the scope of its aging management program37 and from its ISI program.5 8 

The valves that must be positioned properly to preclude untoward accumulations of hydrogen and subsequent 

detonations are not within the scope of the ISI program at Hatch and are not within the scope of any aging 

management program described in the Hatch license renewal application. Therefore, it is uncertain how there can 

be reasonable assurance that these valves will function as required to protect public health and the environment 

from hydrogen bums and detonations as required by the facility's current design and licensing bases. Of course, 

that uncertainty carries over into the license renewal term.  

Requested Demand for Information: The petitioner requests the NRC to ask the owner of the Hatch Nuclear 

Plant the following questions via a Demand for Information: 

1. What assurance exists that the gaseous radwaste system valves will function as required to preclude 
hydrogen bums and detonations? 

2. What is the scope, frequency, and acceptance criteria for all testing, including preventative maintenance 
tasks, of the gaseous radwaste system valves will function as required to preclude hydrogen burns and 
detonations? 

3. What has been the maintenance history for the gaseous radwaste system valves will function as required 
to preclude hydrogen burns and detonations? 

Regulatory Commission, "Edwin I. Hatch Nuclear Plant Application for Renewed Operating Licenses," February 29, 
2000, Section 2.1.3.4, Components Subject to Periodic Replacement at a Set Frequency or Qualified Life.  

57 H L. Sumner Jr., Vice President - Hatch Project Support, Southern Nuclear Operating Company, Inc., to Nuclear 
Regulatory Commission, "Edwin I. Hatch Nuclear Plant Application for Renewed Operating Licenses," February 29, 
2000, Table 2.2-1, Plant Hatch System/Structure Function Scoping Results.  

58 H. L. Sumner Jr., Vice President - Hatch Project Support, Southern Nuclear Operating Company Inc., to Nuclear 
Regulatory Commission, "Edwin I. Hatch Nuclear Plant - Unit 1 Third 10-Year Interval Inservice Inspection Program 
Owner's Activity Report," January 21, 2000, Table 3, "Unit 1, 1R16 Outage Abstract of Repairs, Replacements, or 
Corrective Measures Required for Continued Service." 
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Request for Generic Communications: UCS requests that the NRC issue a genetic communication to all 
operating plant owners alerting them to potential aging degradation of piping and components of the liquid 
and gaseous radwaste systems.  

The petitioner detailed specific concerns about potential aging degradation of the liquid and gaseous radwaste 
systems at the Hatch Nuclear Plant that may result in an increased probability and/or consequences from design 
and licensing bases events. This potential aging degradation may also apply to liquid and gaseous radwaste 
systems at other operating nuclear power plants in the United States.  

The petitioner requests that the NRC issue a generic communication to all operating plant owners, with the 
possible exception of the Hatch owner, alerting them to the potential aging degradation. This generic 
communication should advise the plant owners to review their preventative maintenance and aging management 
programs for the liquid and gaseous radwaste systems.  

The NRC has already issued at least two Information Notices to plant owners about degradation of liquid 
radwaste system components. A 1979-era Information Notice59 regarding liquid radwaste system degradation 
problems at the Millstone plant was apparently not even heeded by Millstone's owner based upon a second 
Information Notice6° issued nearly twenty (20) years later and also involving liquid radwaste system degradation 
problems at the Millstone plant. Because it also appears that Hatch's owner did not heed both of these information 
notices, the NRC should consider issuing a more meaningful generic communication this time around.  

59 Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Information Notice 79-07, "Rupture of Radwaste Tanks," March 23, 1979.  

60 Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Information Notice 96-14, "Degradation of Radwaste Facility Equipment at 
Millstone Nuclear Power Station, Unit I," March 1, 1996.
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Proposed Rulemaking: Revise 10 CFR Parts 51 and 54 to include aging management for liquid and 
gaseous radioactive waste systems.  

The petitioner detailed specific concerns about potential aging degradation of the liquid and gaseous radwaste 

systems at the Hatch Nuclear Plant that may result in an increased probability and/or consequences from design 

and licensing bases events. This potential aging degradation may also apply to liquid and gaseous radwaste 

systems at other operating nuclear power plants in the United States. The petitioner requests that the NRC initiate 

rulemaking actions necessary to revise 10 CFR Parts 51 and 54 to incorporate aging management for liquid and 

gaseous radioactive waste systems.  

In 10 CFR 51 Appendix B to Subpart A, "Environment Effect of Renewing the Operating License of a Nuclear 

Power Plant," the NRC concluded that radiation exposures to the public and occupational exposures to workers 

during the license renewal term will continue at current levels below regulatory limits. This conclusion is 

predicated on the assumption that the components of the liquid and gaseous radwaste systems do not experience 

greater failure rates during the license renewal term. The aging degradation concerns described in Contentions 

Nos. 1 and 2 above can invalidate that assumption by increasing component failure rates. Hence, the conclusion 

of the NRC staff can only be valid wmen the liquid and gaseous radwaste systems are covered by aging 

management programs during the license renewal term.  

10 CFR 54.4, "Scope," states: 

(a) Plant systems, structures, and components within the scope of this part are -

(1) Safety-related systems, structures, and components which are those relied upon to remain functional 

during and following design-bases events (as defined in 10 CFR 50.49(bX)()) to ensure the following 
functions 

(i) The integrity of the reactor coolant pressure boundary; 

(ii) The capability to shut down the reactor and maintain it in a safe shutdown condition; or 

(iii) The capability to prevent or mitigate the consequences of accidents that could result in potential 

offsite exposure comparable to the guidelines in §50.34(aX)) or §100.11 of this chapter, as applicable.  

(2) All nonsafety-related systems, structures, and components whose failure could prevent satisfactory 
accomplishment of any of the functions identified in paragraphs (aX 1 Xi), (ii), or (iii) of this section.  

From a review of the license renewal applications submitted by the owners of the Calvert Cliffs, Oconee, and 

Hatch nuclear plants, it appears that 10 CFR 54.4(aXl(Xiii) has been consistently interpreted to exclude the liquid 

and gaseous radwaste systems from aging management consideration under the rule. The petitioner requests the 

NRC to revise 10 CFR Part 54, and Part 51 if appropriate, to clarify that the liquid and gaseous radwaste 

systems must be covered by aging management programs during the license renewal term.
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